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The task of editing the poetry of don Diego de Silva y Mendoza, Count of Salinas and Marquis of Alenquer, has defeated many a scholar, from Erasmo Buceta (1925) to Luis Rosales (1944 and 1998),​[1]​ and others.​[2]​ And it is not difficult to see why. Although Salinas was not the first Spanish Golden-Age poet to die without seeing his work to pressthe names of Garcilaso de la Vega, Francisco Aldana, Fray Luis de León, Luis de Góngora, Francisco de Quevedo, among many others, come quickly to mindhe was certainly among the few who seems to have left behind him no authorised manuscript of his poetry or instructions or autograph copies with a friend or family member that could have led to a reasonably authoritative edition. Juan Boscán had access to good copies of the majority of Garcilaso’s poems from which his widow was able to produce a reasonably accurate and full edition in 1543; Aldana’s poems were edited (if that is the word) and published c. 1590 in Milan by his brother Cosme; Fray Luis de León made no effort to publish his own poems, considering them mere “obrecillas”,​[3]​ but he was fortunate to find a diligent editor in Quevedo, who brought out an edition in 1631; Góngora was clearly aiming to produce an authoritative edition of his works, but died before he could do so; nonetheless, the Chacón manuscript and the Vicuña edition of 1627 go a long way towards providing the sort of authoritative text that is needed by a modern editor; the bulk of Quevedo’s manuscripts were published by his good friend Juan González de Salas in 1648, just three years after the poet’s death.
	We cannot say that Salinas considered his own work to be as unimportant as the obrecillas of Fray Luisas we shall see, he did make some effort to preserve good copies of his poems and he may have been intending some sort of publication towards the end of his lifebut there is no doubt that his long involvement in the political affairs of Spain and Portugal (from around 1603 to his death in 1630) had the effect of pushing his poetry into second or third place in his list of priorities. This was particularly the case after c.1610 when he began to take a more leading role in the affairs of Portugal, first as President of the Council of Portugal in Madrid and then as Viceroy and Captain General of Portugal in Lisbon. Few of his poems that we are able to date come from the last 20 years of his life; the majority of those that we can date with some degree of certainty come from the period 1590-1610, and it seems safe to assume that this was his period of greatest literary fecundity, not surprising since he was a relatively young man then (he was born in 1564), he had just married for the second time in 1591, his mother, the unfortunate Princess of Éboli, died in 1592, thus freeing him from the ignominy of having a mother imprisoned by the King, and he was looking to make a name for himself at court. In the close, incestuous world of the Court, a young man with an ability to turn out witty poems could attract a lot of attention and become well known, a first step towards gaining recognition and a lucrative position at court.​[4]​ This certainly seems to have been the case with Salinas, as it was with the Count of Villamediana, with whom he shares a number of similarities, not least an almost identical subject matter that made differentiating their poems as difficult a task then as now (see Dadson 1993).
	Notwithstanding the lack of a contemporary printed edition of his work, Salinas’s poetry was well known at the time and circulated freely in manuscript copies. In fact, the large number of manuscript copies of his poems is one of the reasons why scholars have baulked at editing his work. Without an autograph or at least authoritative manuscript of his poetry, the sheer number of manuscript copies makes the task of editing his work an uphill struggle. Where to begin? What is the relationship, if any, between the different manuscripts? What if, and this is almost certainly the case, some of the copies represent different stages in the composition of a particular poem? How are we to know which copy represents the final intentions of the author?
	Fortunately, the panorama is not as bleak as this picture would suggest. There are seven manuscripts of Salinas’s work that contain among them the bulk of his poetry, between ninety and one hundred poems which are likely to be authentic, and go a long way towards establishing the canon of his work. Two are separate cancioneros, while the other five form clearly discrete Salinas collections or cancioneros within a larger manuscript collection. Their descriptions are as follows:

1. The Phillipps Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley, ms. 75/122Z (olim Phillipps ms. 2483). Obras de don Diego de Silva y Mendoza Conde de Salinas. 90pp.​[5]​
2. The Library of The Hispanic Society of America, New York (HSA), ms. B2460. Obras del Ex[celentísi]mo Señor D. Diego de Silua y Mendoza. Duque De francavila. Marques De Alenquer. Conde de Salinas y Riuadeo. Señor Del Ralengo y Guimarais. De la Orden De Alcantara Comendador De Herrera. Del Consejo De estado De Su Mag[esta]d y su Veedor De facienda Virrey y Capitan General Del Reyno de Portugal Mi S[eño]r. 132 pp.
3. Biblioteca Nacional, Madrid (BNM), ms. 3657, fols. 103r-29v and fol. 190.
4. Biblioteca Geral da Universidade de Coimbra (BGUC), ms. 316. Schola Cordis Anno de 1654. Fols. 51r-129v: “Obras do Marquez de Alenquer”.
5. Arquivo Nacional de Torre do Tombo (ANTT), ms. 1737. Obras poéticas de varios autores. Fols. 85r-115v: “Obras do Marquez de Alenquer”.
6. BNM ms. 4152. Obras poéticas de diferentes personas, en portugués y en castellano. Fols. 45r-95r: “Obras del Marques de Alenquer”.
	7. BNM ms. 3992. Cancionero recopilado por D. Manuel de Faria y Sousa. Dedicado al Conde de Haro en 1666. Poems of Salinas on fols. 5r-15r, 16r, 17v, 24r, 31r-34v, 76r-77v, 98r-98v.
* * * * *
As just stated, these seven manuscripts help to establish a basic canon of Salinas’s work, from which it is then possible to determine the degree of authenticity of many of his poems. However, one of the most striking things about these principal manuscript collections of Salinas’s poetry is the way in which certain poems or groups of poems appear in the same or a similar order from one manuscript to another, suggesting that behind them there lurk one or more originals from which they all derive to one degree or another. Indeed, the clear interrelationship of some of these manuscripts helps us not just to establish a basic canon of Salinas’s work but also to see how the collection was formed. It thus becomes possible to work out an order of copying for these manuscripts, which may then give us a clearer idea of how the poems came together and the order in which Salinas wanted them to appear. But to do this, we need to establish the textual priorities of the principal manuscripts that have come down to us.
	HSA B2460 contains one of the largest number of poems of Salinas in a single manuscript: there are a total of 95 poems in the manuscript, 91 of which are by or likely to be by Salinas. The copyist states quite clearly on p. 27 that three redondillas that he has copied were not by Salinas (all three were in fact written by the Count of Villamediana) and there is another redondilla at the bottom of p. 34 (“Jura España por su vida”) also by Villamediana, though here the copyist forgot to withdraw it from the Salinas canon.​[6]​ The large number of attributed poems, the emendation mentioned in the text on p. 27, the corrections made to the “Tabla de las obras” at the end of the manuscript,​[7]​ and what is obviously intended as a title page with the phrase “Obras del excelentísimo señor D. Diego de Silva y Mendoza” followed by Salinas’s noble titles and ending with the rather significant phrase “mi señor”, all suggest that HSA B2460 was a copy made by one of Salinas’s secretaries from his own original copies.​[8]​
We can be certain that the copyist was working from originals in Salinas’s own hand for two reasons:
	1. Intercalated between poems number 24 “Miedo y seguridad del pensamiento” and 25 “Tardanzas, confusión, contradicciones” (which always follow each other without interruption in the other principal cancioneros) are the three redondillas already mentioned: two about the Count of Salazar, and one about an “alguacil de Corte” called Pedro Vergel, the butt of many a Villamediana joke. After the copyist had copied them out, he later wrote at the bottom of page 27: “No son del Marques estas tres redondillas”. This is a crucial piece of information. Whoever copied these poems did so originally thinking they were by Salinas (otherwise, why copy them?), so they must have been among the papers or poems he was copying from, located between poems 24 and 25 and written in Salinas’s own hand. Once he had copied the whole cartapacio he must have shown it to someoneSalinas himself perhaps or his son, the Duke of Híjarwho pointed out that these three redondillas were not by Salinas, hence the copyist’s later admission. As we have seen, they were all by Villamediana. Surprisingly, perhaps, he did not cross them through to make it clear that they should not be in the manuscript. They were probably copies that Salinas had made for his own amusement, especially the first two about Salazar, his opponent over the expulsion of the Moriscos,​[9]​ which he was possibly using as a sort of bookmark:
Al conde de Salazar​[10]​
Al de Salazar ayer
mirar a un espejo vi,
perdiéndose el miedo en sí
para mirar su mujer.
D. Salazar de Lagaña,
dijo a su mujer un día:
«Sed mora, señora mía,
para que os eche de España.»
This sequence of events suggests therefore that the copyist was copying from an authorised manuscript, probably in Salinas’s own hand, that he was copying the poems with a view to their eventual publication, and that he was doing this for someone of authority in the Salinas household, possibly Salinas himself or his son. The fact that he only retracted these three poems from the collection (and said so) would suggest that we should accept the rest as authentic, even those that do not appear in any other collection. However, a few pages further on, and once again at the bottom of a page (p. 34), he includes another redondilla entitled “A D. Juan de España”:
Jura España por su vida
que nunca cena en su casa,
y es que sin cenar se pasa
cuando nadie le convida.
Once more, it is a satirical poem by Villamediana, which Salinas must have copied for his own amusement and which found its way into the cartapacio of his own poems. This time, however, it was overlooked by whoever checked the copy and the intruder was not spotted.​[11]​

	2. Salinas’s handwriting, just like his mother’s, is difficult to read and thus not always easy to follow or understand. In particular, he had a habit of eliding the ‘e’ of the auxiliary particle ‘he’ with the preceding or following ‘e’ if there was one; thus, the first verse of poem 45 “Yo he hecho lo que he podido” would look as though it had been written as: “Yo echo lo que podido”, with the auxiliary particle ‘he’ subsumed into ‘echo’ and ‘que’, precisely as it appears in this copy, pp. 66-68. In short, the copyist wrote down exactly what he saw in front of him, which would have been hard enough to understand without trying at the same time to interpret the poem and rewrite the verses into ‘normal’ Spanish handwriting.

	From this information we can draw the following conclusions about HSA B2460:
The title page with its full list of Salinas titles and posts puts the copy at least post-1616, when Salinas acquired the title of Marquis of Alenquer and was appointed to the Viceroyalty of Portugal, possibly as late as the late 1620s, i.e. close to or soon after Salinas’s death in 1630. However, although it does not include many of the poems he possibly wrote whilst in Portugal and which are to be found in numerous Portuguese manuscripts, and would thus appear to represent the “Castilian” phase of his work, it does include the sonnet “Trasladado poder de dar cuidado”, which in BNM 17719, Cancionero de Mendes Britto 1623, is placed together with two other sonnets dedicated to a picture of his future daughter-in-law the Duchess of Híjar. This would give us a terminus a quo of 1621-1622, at least for the last part of the manuscriptthis poem is number 87 and comes in a final group of 5 sonnets (3 of which are on religious themes), which were probably added at the last moment.​[12]​ This would suggest that the cartapacio the copyist was working from had been mostly compiled before Salinas’s departure to Lisbon in March 1617 and was only added to in a very small way on his return to Spain in April 1622. It may be significant that the other two sonnets on the picture of his future daughter-in-law in the Cancionero de Mendes Britto 1623 are not included: perhaps they were written after “Oh trasladado poder de dar cuidado”, too late for inclusion in this manuscript, or they are not by Salinas (they only appear in this manuscript). If so, that would situate the composition of HSA B2460 at around 1621-1622.
To confirm this dating, we must go back to the redondilla found at the bottom of p. 27: “Dime, guarda del toril”:

A un alguacil de Corte que tenía la llave del toril. Andaba Vergel en la plaza y arremetió el toro y el alguacil socorrió a Vergel
Dime, guarda del toril,
¿por qué mostraste pasión,
siendo una la obligación
al toro que al alguacil?
The only known occurrence of this poem until now had been in BNM ms. 10,293, fol. 92v: “A la caida de Vergel. Habla con el toro: “Decid, guarda del toril”.​[13]​ Villamediana wrote a number of satirical poems directed at the unfortunate “alguacil de Corte” Pedro Vergel and his supposed cuckoldry.​[14]​ In particular, he wrote a series of redondillas about Vergel’s participation in the bullfight celebrations that took place in Madrid on 6 July 1622 in honour of the new king Philip IV: “Fiestas de toros y cañas” (Ruiz Casanova 1990:853-56, poem 454). It would appear that during these festivities Vergel fell off his horse and Villamediana, in an attempt to show him up, lent him his, and then wrote the satirical redondilla “Dime, guarda del toril”. That being the case, the redondilla found in HSA B2460, p. 27, which refers to these celebrations, must have been written close to that date, and possibly copied soon afterwards. Salinas left Portugal in April 1622 and seems to have gone straight to his village of Villarrubia de los Ojos, in the Campo de Calatrava, where on 25 April he joined his son Rodrigo as witnesses to the baptism of two Moorish slaves of theirs who had been freed.​[15]​ According to Severim de Faria, Salinas stayed in Villarrubia until August, at which time he made his official entry into Madrid.​[16]​ A Spanish news item of the time, however, referred to an earlier return: “Este día [8 de julio de 1622] entró en la Corte el Marqués de Alenquer, que venía de gobernar a Portugal”.​[17]​ Although the event described by Villamediana in his redondilla took place two days earlier, Salinas might have witnessed it personally, perhaps in the company of his witty friend, the Count of Villamediana, if he had arrived in Madrid without informing anyone, or he might have found out about it on his arrival and asked for a copy of the poem.
	However, even if we take 1621-1622 as a likely date for the copying and preparation of HSA B2460, it is nonetheless surprising that it does not contain all of the poems that Salinas is likely to have written by the early 1620s. For example, it does not include, from the missing folios of the Segunda parte de las Flores de poetas ilustres of 1611, the poems “En aqueste destierro” or “Estad, mis ojos, para siempre tristes”, although it does have the rest.​[18]​ Neither does it include the dedicatory sonnet he wrote in 1609 for Barona de Valdivielso’s Hospicio de San Francisco y espejo de bienhechores de las Religiones, dedicated to his younger brother fray Pedro González de Mendoza; nor the series of motes de Palacio which are to be found in both BNM 3657 and BGUC 316, and which must date from the early years of the century if not from the 1590s; nor the sonnet “Pronuncia el consu[m]matum la voz” on the birth of Philip IV in March 1605, if indeed it is his.​[19]​
	In spite of these doubts or caveats, the fact remains that HSA B2460 contains one of the largest number of poems attributed to Salinas in a unitary manuscript91and thus probably represents the most complete and authorised version or manuscript of Salinas’s poems in existence. It is also likely, as we have seen, that the copyist was working from an autograph or a cartapacio containing original copies. If we assume that there was, at least, one authorised cartapacio of Salinas’s poems, written almost certainly on loose leaves, constantly being revised and updated, probably by Salinas with a view perhaps to a future publication, copies of that “cartapacio original” could have been made at any time, with the result that none will be identical, since they will each represent a different phase in its construction. We have tried to show this process in a simple diagram of the transmission of Salinas’s originals in Appendix 1. To try to produce a stemma of the principal manuscripts would be a futile exercise, since, as will become evident, each relates to Salinas’s originals or copies of them at different moments in time. Even where the similarities in readings are most striking, as, for example, in the early sonnets of Phillipps and HSA B2460 (see Dadson 1987 for examples), this is as likely to be the product of both copying from an original with a stable text as it is of any interdependence between them, i.e. HSA B2460 deriving directly from Phillipps. It is quite clear that the canon of Salinas’s work underwent constant revision, with poems being removed or added as time went on. HSA B2460 does not therefore represent the totality of Salinas’s workno manuscript of those that we have doesbut it is the closest to it that we have and it allows us to place the other manuscripts in relation to it, for, as we have already noted, the similarity of the ordering of Salinas’s poem in the principal cancioneros allows us to reconstruct the possible stages or phases through which the collection went.
	
Phase One: 1605-1610, Phillipps 2483
The earliest phase is represented, we believe, by Phillipps 2483, compiled probably between 1605 and 1610. It has a title: OBRAS DE DON / DIEGO DE SILVA / Y MENDOZA CONDE DE / SALINAS, followed by sonnet 1 on the same page. The title has no reference to Salinas’s later noble titles such as we find in HSA B2460, which has the full range of titles as well as dedicating a whole page to the title page. Whereas HSA B2460 dedicates one page per sonnet in the early part of the manuscript, Phillipps, after page 1, simply fills each page with the amount of text necessary, so that most poems begin on one page and finish on another. Thus p. 2 has Sonnet 2 plus the two quartets of Sonnet 3; p. 3 has the two tercets of Sonnet 3, the whole of Sonnet 4 and the first line of Sonnet 5, and so on. This suggests that the copy was made for the copyist himself (or someone else, perhaps Salinas) as a relatively clean copy but with no intention of publication. The limited title page with no mention of any of Salinas’s Portuguese posts (as in HSA B2460) also suggests that this copy was made before Salinas was created Marquis of Alenquer (in 1616).
Phillipps 2483 contains 55 poems attributed to Salinas: numbers 1-27 follow the order of HSA B2460 exactly, but are interrupted between sonnets 22 and 23 by the intercalation (pp. 15-16, i.e. a folio and its verso) of two sonnets by Cervantes (I and II in our list; see Appendix 2). Although apparently written in the same hand as the other surrounding poems, they nonetheless stand out for the greater amount of space allowed each one (one page each) and the fact that the first sonnet is followed at the foot of the page by a reclamo or catchword giving part of the first verse of the following sonnet, something which does not happen on any other page in this part of the manuscript. These two poems were clearly written out as a separate exercise and somehow, probably later, got mixed in with the Salinas poems. What also seems to have happened is that the copyist first wrote out “Soneto” at the top of p. 15 in preparation for the next sonnet in the Salinas sequence, i.e. sonnet 23 “Es el gozado bien en agua escrito” and then left off his work of copying for the day. When he returned he copied down the two Cervantes sonnets, for whatever reason, using the blank page but with ‘Soneto’ already on it that he had prepared for “Es el gozado bien”. When he eventually returned to the Salinas manuscript he was copying from, he went straight to sonnet 23 and did not bother with the heading “Soneto”, no doubt the reason why it is the only one without such a heading. It was probably as a result of this mistake that he later started using catchwords, presumably to remind him where he had got to in his work. The first one comes at the bottom of p. 24 = Glosa (it refers to “Leonor, por agua viniendo”); p. 26 = orejas; p. 30 = muerte; p. 50 = que el hijo; p. 58 = de la; p. 68 = procu; p. 74 = la que; p. 84 = del. It is possible that these catchwords, if they were intended to remind him where he had got to in his copying, give us the copyist’s work rate, those moments when he stopped copying and had a rest or left off work for the day.
Poem 28 in HSA B2460 “Tienen el alma rendida” is out of order (it is number 42 in Phillipps and comes after HSA 41). Then the order is resumed: nos. 30-41, which again follow HSA exactly. After this group comes “Tienen el alma rendida”, then a groupIII-XI which does not appear in HSA:
III		Ojos, cuyas luces bellas (redondillas)
IV		Esperanza desabrida (redondillas)
V		Son los celos una guerra (redondillas)
VI		Las horas de mi pesar (letrilla)
VII		Ojos, si ajenos enojos (letrilla)
VIII	Cuando los campos se visten (romance)
IX		En Fuenmayor, esa villa (romance)
X		Muy bien ido seáis, señor (redondillas, the continuation of IX)
XI		De Amor con intercadencias (romance)
A final group (poems 52-55 in this manuscript, which equate to HSA 42-45) returns us to the order of HSA B2460, which the additional group had disturbed. Finally, on p. 87 and in a different hand, there are two redondillas:
Antigua
El remedio de el oluido
no le conoci jamas
que siempre e querido mas
lo q[ue] oluidar e querido.
Moderna
De que oluidar e querido
no me tengo de acordar
porque no podre oluidar
si me acuerdo de q[ue] oluido.
It is not clear that they belong to the rest of the manuscript, as they seem to have been stuck onto a piece of paper at the end. However, they are in a hand that is recognisable, possibly, though not conclusively, that of Salinas.
In short, we have a group of 40 poems that follow HSA B2460 almost exactly, with just oneno. 28out of order, and with the intercalation of two sonnets by Cervantes. Then comes a second intercalated group, followed finally by 4 poems that return us to the order of HSA, and a final pair of redondillas which have probably nothing to do with the rest of the manuscript.
	Of the intercalated group: IV forms part of HSA 43 and also of Phillipps 53; V appears in ANTT 1737 and was published in Pedro de Espinosa, Primera parte de las flores de poetas ilustres de España, in Valladolid in 1605 (when Salinas was resident there), as was IV, which suggests that at this date it circulated as a separate poem, and only later was it joined to poem HSA 43.​[20]​ Poems VI and VII could well be by Salinas (as I argued in Dadson 1989). This leaves us with numbers III and VIII-XI: number III has four other attributions to Salinas (BNM 3795, BPADE CXII/1-36, BNL Pombalina 685, BNL 6269). Interestingly, it appears after “Esperanza desabrida” (poem IV) in BNM 3795, which strengthens the attribution, and in Phillipps it appears in between “Tienen el alma rendida” and “Esperanza desabrida”, both of undoubted Salinas authenticity. However, it appears anonymously in various printed romanceros: Miguel de Madrigal, Segunda parte del Romancero general (Valladolid, 1605), Juan de Chen, Laberinto amoroso (Barcelona, 1618), Arias Pérez, Primavera y flor de los mejores romances (Madrid, 1621). If it were by Salinas, why did he not ensure that his authorship was recognised since all of these appeared in his lifetime? A doubt over its authenticity must for the time being remain.
Numbers VIII-XI are clearly not by the Count of Salinas, but by Juan de Salinas: the romance “En Fuenmayor, esa villa” followed by the linking redondilla “Muy bien ido seáis, señor” are both attributed to Doctor Juan de Salinas in BNM 2856, fols. 105-07, and in BNM 3948, Obras de Juan de Salinas, fols. 31-34. The romances “Cuando los campos se visten” and “De Amor con intercadencias” are also found among the works attributed to Juan de Salinas in BNM 3948 (fols. 12v-14, fols. 175v-77), whilst in BNM 3795, fols. 220-21, “Cuando los campos se visten” is attributed to a Canónigo Salinas, presumably the same person.​[21]​
	To try to explain the sequence of events that resulted in Phillipps 2483, I suggest the following scenario: the copyist was working from a cartapacio of Salinas originals or copies. Either by mistake or by design (probably the latter), the copyist copied down two sonnets by Cervantes, which may or may not have formed part of the cartapacio he was working from. They occupy one whole folio and could have been intercalated at any time. The rest of this part of his manuscript follows precisely the order later adopted by HSA B2460. Poem HSA 28 was out of order or, at that time, this was its order, hence its appearance later on in the manuscript. Intercalated towards the end of the cartapacio were a group of poems that Salinas himself had copied (or had had copied for him) for his own use, which the copyist of Phillipps assumed were by the Count. Unlike the two intercalated sonnets, these were copied as part of the Salinas sequence, as if they were by him. This could suggest that someone had written on them the name ‘Salinas’ which the copyist took to be don Diego de Silva y Mendoza (from his noble title of Count of Salinas) rather than el doctor Juan de Salinas, who was the real author. This group disturbed the original order of the cartapacio, which was either (excluding the two Cervantes sonnets):
1-27, 30-41, 28, 42-45 (HSA numbers)
or 
1-27, 30-41, 28, III-V, 42-45
or
1-28, 30-41, III-VII, [intercalated group of 4 extraneous poems, VIII-XI], 42-45
To recap: since IV and V are almost certainly by Salinas (they appear attributed in Espinosa 1605),​[22]​ it is likely that number III is also by Salinas, in spite of its surprising lack of attribution in Madrigal 1605. The two letrillas VI and VII may be by Salinas, the romances VIII-XI are not.
Phillipps thus shares with HSA B2460 poems 1-28 and 30-45: a total of 44. It is only missing the madrigal “Si me hubieras dejado” (HSA 29), which suggests that this poem was only added later to the canon and placed in between “Tienen el alma rendida” and “En la fuente está Leonor”. If this part of the cartapacio was still being formed at that time, it may explain why “Tienen el alma rendida” appears out of order in Phillipps.
Phillipps was copied before Salinas acquired his Portuguese titles (1616) and after 1605 (it includes poems of that date, such as Sonnet 7 on the death of Salinas’s mother-in-law, doña Antonia de Ulloa, which occurred in September 1605), i.e. some time between 1605 and 1616, but probably earlier than later, since it does not include the sonnets “Obligando a vivir, quitas la vida” (HSA 58) and “Lo que merece nombre de esperanza” (HSA 59), or the gloss “Cuidados de ardientes pechos” (HSA 69), which are all listed in the missing catalogue of Juan Antonio Calderón, Segunda parte de las Flores de poetas ilustres, dated 24-XII-1611. Phillipps therefore represents the earliest reliable manuscript version we have of Salinas’s poems, in probably their original order. It also shows that at an early stage “Es la esperanza la vida” and “Esperanza desabrida” were two separate poems, but that Salinas had decided to join them together more or less at the time that this manuscript was being copied, hence why “Esperanza desabrida” appears twice, once on its own (number IV) and once at the end joined with the other poem (HSA 43).

Phase two: c. 1610, BNM 3657
Both Gaillard 1988 and Rosales 1998 believe that this manuscript belonged at one time to the Ducal House of Híjar, and the evidence produced by Gaillard is convincing:
Pero sobre todo, lo que deja suponer que formaba parte de los bienes sucesorios de los Duques de Híjar, hasta principios del siglo XVIII, período en que se extinguió la sucesión directa por vía masculina, es que se mencionan con relativa frecuencia, a todo lo largo del códice (en los versos transcritos o en los epígrafes), los nombres de Sarmiento, Salinas, Alenquer, Híjar u otros nombres patronímicos directamente relacionados con ellos. (Gaillard 1988:16)
This would give BNM 3657 a high degree of authenticity. The question then is: how does it relate to Phillipps and HSA? And how many folios did it have? At the present time it consists of a group of 27 folios (fols. 103-29) plus one other that occurs later on in the manuscript: fol. 190. This folio has five poems (four of them repeated from earlier on) and is clearly written in the same hand; it may therefore have at one time formed part of the same cancionero. To support this view, fol. 129v has no finishing flourish to indicate the end of the Salinas poems (in fact, it has a small gap), whereas fol. 190v fills up the whole page and ends with a flourish or rúbrica. It seems likely therefore that fol. 190 at one time belonged with folios 103-29. What it does not explain is why so many poems are repeated: ten in total, with numbers 34 and 35 occurring three times. In fact, fol. 190 repeats essentially poems HSA 32-35 with one new one (number 56) in the middle. Did the copyist forget that he had copied them already or, more likely, do they represent different stages in the composition of these poems? A close examination shows small but subtle differences between each of the repeated versions, as, for example, in poem 36 “Si el amor, muerte que pudo”:



Muerte y amor han pedido
triunfo de vn pastor ya muerto
amor diçe que el le ha herido
muerte que ella y es lo çierto
que vno de los dos han sido:
si de vno fue el golpe crudo
querer ser dos es error,
y ansi justamente dudo
si muerte que pudo amor
si el amor muerte que pudo. (fol. 597r)
Muerte y Amor han pedido
triunfo de vn Pastor ya muerto
amor diçe que le ha herido
muerte que ella, y es lo çierto
que vno de los dos ha sido.
Si de vno fue el golpe crudo
quererle dos es error
y ansi justamente dudo
si muerte que pudo amor
si el Amor Muerte que pudo. (fol. 609v)



The same pattern of small but significant changes to the text is also to be found in the other repeated poems. Some of the changes could be the result of the copyist’s initial inability to understand Salinas’s difficult handwriting and his later rectification, but others do seem to respond to changes in the meaning introduced by Salinas, either while the copyist was engaged in copying out the original poems or done at any time and simply inserted at various places in the developing cartapacio, hence the repetitions with the copyist probably unaware of which represented Salinas’s latest wishes. The position of the poem in the final text may give some indication as to its moment of composition, especially if it comes amidst a coherent and well-known group of poems of similar metrical types, but this is not a foolproof procedure, and we should take each version on its merits. A good example of major changes to the text producing a quite different poem comes in Sonnet 10 “Estas lágrimas vivas que corriendo”:



Estas lagrimas viuas que corriendo
van publicando lo que el alma calla
son vna diligencia sin pensalla
que està el dolor en mi fauor haçiendo.
Quien llora està atreuiendose y temiendo
vençido de su pena por no dalla
toma el llanto a su cargo el declaralla
naide la diçe, y el la està diçiendo.
Vos podreis descifrar algun suspiro
sin que yo pierda el nombre de callado,
mas palabra no oyreis de mis enojos.
Pero tendre por fuerza quando os miro
remitido el deçiros mi cuidado
a la lengua del agua de mis ojos. (fol. 589v)
Estas lagrimas viuas que corriendo
van declarando lo que el alma calla
es vna diligençia sin pensalla
que en su fauor el alma està haçiendo.
Quien calla està atreuiendose y temiendo
encubriendo su pena por no dalla
toma a su cargo el alma el declaralla
nada le diçe, y ella està diçiendo.
Vos podeis desçifrar algun sentido
sin que yo pierda el nombre de callado
mas palabra no oireis de mis enojos.
Y quedarà Señora remitido
el deçiros mi pena y mi cuidado
a la lengua del agua de mis ojos. (fol. 608v)

None of the changes between versions one and two are the result of a copyist misreading his original, rather they are the result of a poem conceived quite differently between one version and the other. As it happens, none of the other, numerous versions of the sonnet approximate to the second of ours, so that if it were a Salinas re-elaboration, as seems likely, it never circulated beyond his own collection.​[23]​
Originally, the first, Salinas, part of BNM 3657 had its own folio numbering, from 2-28, but later these numbers were written over to incorporate them into a later numbering: 588-614 (one can clearly see on fol. 614r the original number 28 underneath the new number 614). Fol. 190 does not appear to have had the original numbering (which would have been 29), so it may not have belonged as an integral part but as a loose leaf on which the copyist copied various poems. It is also clear that the original first folio of the cartapacio of poems of Salinas (currently 103-129 and 190) is missing and with it a half title-page which would have given us a title to the collection, Salinas’s own titles and thus perhaps a guide to the date of its compilation. The best manuscripts always begin with a group of 23 sonnets and their order is invariable. Given that BNM 3657 begins with Sonnet 4 of this series “Esta imaginación con osadía”, we can conjecture that the missing first folio would have looked like this: fol. 1r, top half: the title of the collection, probably something like Obras de don Diego de Silva y Mendoza, conde de Salinas (with perhaps other titles, along the lines of HSA B2460); fol. 1r, bottom half: Sonnet 1 “Juraré que os amé todos mis días”; fol. 1v, top half: Sonnet 2 “De puro amor estoy muy mal contigo”; fol. 1v, bottom half: Sonnet 3 “Aguardo, temo, creo, y, a deshora”. Only in this way can we explain both the divergence between this manuscript and the rest of the principal cancioneros of Salinas’s work, and the fact that the first sonnet we have in BNM 3657 carries the epigraph “Otro”, logical of course if it follows three other sonnets with the name of the author given in the title of the collection.
Compared with HSA B2460, BNM 3657 shares the following poems and order (the numbers in italics represent poems copied more than once):
[1-3, missing first folio] 4-36, 83-86, 37-48, [new: Motes de Palacio], 49, [new: Motes de Palacio], 50, 52, [new: Motes de Palacio], 10, [3 new], 35-36, 83, 51, 34, [1 new], 69, [4 new], 8, [6 new], 32-33, 56, 34-35.
Essentially, this shows that BNM 3657 shares with HSA B2460 poems 4-52, 56, 69, 83-86: a total of 55, missing therefore about one third. The apparent disorder hides in fact a reasonable degree of closeness to HSA B2460, if we omit the new and repeated poems:
[1-3] 4-36, 83-86, 37-50, 52, 51, 69, 56
Whereas Phillipps produced a cancionero from 1-45, BNM 3657 takes us up to number 52 with six more poems coming from later in the collection.
The (apparent) disorder of the poems compared with Phillipps and HSA, the gaps and the new poems, all make it difficult to date the copying of this manuscript. However, the very legible hand, the clear effort to set the poems out neatly on the page (for example, two sonnets per page in the early part of the manuscript), the line across the page that the copyist uses to distinguish one poem from another, all suggest that this manuscript was copied not for private use but as a presentation copy or copy for the family library. The loss of the first folio is thus all the more to be lamented.
If BNM 3657 were copied after HSA, why does it include some HSA poems and not all? Rather interestingly, it has taken 4 glosses from the later part of HSA (numbers 83-86) and put them together with an earlier group of glosses (between HSA 36 and 37). Was that their original position, or at least their position at the time of the copying of this manuscript?
On the other hand, BNM 3657 has 17 new poems not to be found in HSA B2460. The three Motes de Palacio are also to be found in BGUC 316, so are probably authentic and must date from before or around 1605 when Salinas was an assiduous participant at court functions. Maybe he later decided to exclude them as not being worthy of a proper cancionero. Of the fourteen new poems, only one“Cuesco, obispo, cola y paje”is to be found in another principal manuscript (BGUC 316), and only three of the others are to be found copied anywhere else. And yet, if this manuscript was copied for the Ducal House of Híjar, then their authenticity seems reasonably certain. Could this section of the cartapacio that the copyist was working from have got lost or detached from the version used by the copyist of HSA B2460?
On the (flimsy) evidence that we have, it seems likely that BNM 3657 was copied after Phillipps (it contains more poems, in particular HSA 29) and before HSA (it contains fewer, in particular it does not have any of the picture sonnets written in 1621-22). The sonnet “Éste a quien es morir gloria adquirida” (BNM 3657 number 102) is dedicated to San Ignacio and was therefore written c.1610, at the time of the festivities in his honour. However, Pérez de Guzmán (1892:137) attributes it to the Marquis of Montesclaros, though without giving the source. In addition, BNM 3657 does not contain any of the poems written for the Beatification of Santa Teresa in 1615, and which are to be found in HSA B2460 and BGUC 316, nor the two sonnets listed in Calderón 1611 (1896) and also found in HSA and BGUC. This would put the copy the scribe was working from at around 1610.
On the key issue of the two redondillas “a la esperanza”, BNM 3657 puts “Esperanza desabrida” straight after “Es la esperanza la vida”, but the two are clearly separated by a line or raya. This seems therefore a halfway stage between total separation as in Phillipps stage 1 and the position in HSA (and Phillipps stage 2) where they are joined together as one poem. Only a detailed examination of the poems themselves will show if it derives directly from HSA or, more probably, from another manuscript source, most likely the original cartapacio in a more primitive state. In support of the second of these two hypotheses, we have the incontestable fact that the same scribe, presumably one of Salinas’s secretaries, copied both Phillipps and BNM 3657, but, given the significant difference in their contents, not at the same time.​[24]​ What is interesting about the two manuscripts is that whereas Phillipps does not set out the sonnets (as BNM 3657 does) with one or two per page, it does allow plenty of space for the longer poems, while BNM 3657 presents them in two columns per page.​[25]​ Each, then, in their own way seems intent on saving space, but at different points in the copying process. That the same hand copied both suggests strongly that they were made as clean copies for Salinas himself, for there is no evidence that either circulated outside of the Salinas household.
BNM 3657 was almost certainly put together before Salinas’s departure to Portugal in 1617, probably before his multiple nominations in 1616, and may therefore correspond to a period between 1605 and 1615, but in any case later than Phillipps. The lack of poems from 1611-1615 would suggest a date closer to 1610 for its compilation.

Phase Three: 1616-1621, BNM 4152
Occupying folios 45r-95r with the title “Obras del marqués de Alenquer”, BNM 4512 has 54 poems of Salinas, somewhat disordered compared with HSA, though reordered they would look like this:
1-16, 18-25, 27-28, 30-33, 35, 37-43, 45, 48, 50, 52, 54, 59, 72-73, 79, 81 [5 new sonnets and 1 redondilla]
Reordered it looks very similar to ANTT 1737 and BNM 3657, that is to say, it produces a reasonably coherent cancionero that takes in the majority of poems 1-54 with a scattering of later poems and six new ones. Of these, all of the sonnets are to be found elsewhere and must be assumed to be authentic. Only the redondilla “Tomarme la voluntad” is doubtful. The ordering is also very coherent: poems 1-34 are all sonnets; poems 35-55 are glosses, letrillas, redondillas etc. In the crucial question of the two “A la esperanza” poems, BNM 4152 has “Es la esperanza la vida” (which ends at the bottom of fol. 95r) without “Esperanza desabrida”, a new variant of the sequence! However, fol. 95v is blank which may suggest that that is where it was going to be put, but the copyist never got round to it.
BNM 4152 is an excellently prepared copy, with a very clear and legible hand and with an effort made to start each poem on a new page wherever possible. As Askins (1969) showed, it is very closely related to BNM 3992 “Cancionero de Manuel de Faria 1666”, though both appear to derive from a lost original.​[26]​ The ordering is certainly very similar:
1-16, 18-23, 30, 52, 54, 59, 73, 79, 81, [5 new sonnets as per BNM 4152]
As it happens, only one of these is not a sonnet. In addition, both manuscripts incorrectly attribute to Salinas the sonnet “El que fuere dichoso será amado”, usually attributed to Villamediana, and in both cases it is poem 25 of the Salinas sequence.
Both manuscripts derive in part from the Salinas tradition, with BNM 4152 showing interesting similarities to other principal manuscripts, and both add a number of new sonnets (5), which are probably authentic. BNM 4152 would appear to derive from a copy (α in our diagram of the transmission process) made after 1616 (it includes two sonnets from Calderón 1611 (1896) and Salinas is given his new title of Marquis of Alenquer) and before 1621 (it has no portrait sonnet of the Duchess of Híjar). It is thus close to Phillipps and BNM 3657 and earlier than HSA, ANNT and BGUC. This would put its date of compilation somewhere between 1616 and 1621.

Phase Four: c. 1621-1622, HSA B2460
As already discussed above, HSA B2460, the most complete of the Salinas cancioneros, seems to have been compiled c. 1621-1622. It builds very clearly on Phillipps and BNM 3657 and shows how the canon of Salinas’s works was still in a constant state of flux and growth, even at this late date.

Phase Five: post-1621, BGUC 316
This manuscript, copied by a Portuguese scribe, was finished on 30 January 1652, as the copyist tells us at the end of the block of Salinas poems: “Fim das obras do Marquez de Alanquer excellentissimo poeta, e discreto em reportas, e dittos auizados. Oje 30 de janeiro de 1652 anos”. These originally had their own foliation, which went from 1-79 (modern 51-129), and thus formed a cartapacio apart. After the poems comes a series of sayings or ditos of Salinas which evidently circulated in Portugal.
Compared with HSA, the order of the poems in BGUC 316 is the following:
1-15, 66, 16-23, 52, 54, 59-62, 58, 65, 67, 71-73, 75, 74, 79-80, 87, 89-90, [4 new sonnets], 24-27, 30, 34-35, 32-33, 36-37, 51, 38-41, 45, [new gloss], 57, 68, 70, 69, 56, 76, [new gloss], 78, 84, 83, 85-86, [4 Motes de Palacio], [3 new glosses], 28, 42-43 + [IV], 44, 81-82, 48, 53, 64, 46-47
A large part of this disorder is the result of the copyist’s organising the poems by metrical type; thus, first of all comes a block of 47 sonnets (four not to be found in HSA, with two of these not to be found anywhere else); then come the glosses and redondillas, all mixed up. Reorganised, it would look like:
1-28, 30, 32-48, 51-54, 56-62, 64-76, 78-87, 89-90
Nine poems from HSA are missing therefore: 29 (“Si me hubieras dejado”), 31 (“Por mis tristes ojos”), 49 (“El mundo todo me envía”), 50 (“Un atrevido temor”), 55 (“Ésta que mirando estás”), 63 (“Si Virgen y madre dio”), 77 (“Roma de guademecí”), 88 (“A la vista del caliz ofrecido”), 91 (“No más amor que he recordado”). The first four have testimonies elsewhere and their authenticity is not in doubt, but the last five appear nowhere else and must therefore be viewed as of doubtful authenticity. This would suggest that the copyist of BGUC 316 was a selective and discerning reader of Salinas’s work or had access to an authorised manuscript or original that he trusted.
In total, BGUC 316 shares with HSA B2460 82 poems, which makes it the closest in content of all the principal cancioneros. Like HSA 43 (and Phillipps 53), it joins together as one poem “Es la esperanza la vida” and “Esperanza desabrida”, demonstrating therefore that it is later than Phillipps and BNM 3657. In addition, it has 13 new compositions: 4 sonnets (2 new, 2 found elsewhere), 5 glosses (1 shared with BNM 3657, 4 new), 4 motes de Palacio (3 of which it shares with BNM 3657). With 95 poems attributed to Salinas BGUC 316 constitutes the largest collection of Salinas poems that has come down to us, and it plays a crucial role in the establishment of the Salinas canon since it helps to discriminate and shed light on the authenticity of certain poems only to be found in HSA B2460.
Interestingly, and in spite of its being a Portuguese copy, it does not contain any of the so-called Portuguese poems, apart from two of the sonnets dedicated to the picture of the Duchess of Híjar in 1621-22. Given its closeness in content to HSA B2460, it has to be considered one of the most important of the Salinas manuscripts, but the disorder of its contents makes it difficult to collocate among the copies of Salinas’s work in terms of its source material. The copyist must either have been working from another copy all disordered, compared with HSA, with leaves all over the place, or a newer version of the order; in any event, this earlier copy (β in our diagram) was probably put together c. 1621-22.

Phase Six: c. 1621-22, ANTT 1737
ANTT 1737, fols. 85-115, forms a compact cancionero of Salinas’s work, with a beginning “Obras do Marquez de Alenquer” (fol. 85) and an ending “Fin das Obras del Marquez” (fol. 115v). It is however missing folios 108-09, which were probably written in another hand. Unfortunately, there is no internal evidence to help in dating the copying of this manuscript. It attributes 49 compositions to Salinas, with 43 found in other principal cancioneros. The order is even more chaotic than in BGUC 316:
51, 27, 39, 45, 40, 44, [2 new letrillas], 83, 34, 41, 35, 37-38, 26, 32, 31, 42, [IV: “Esperanza desabrida”], [V: “Son los celos”], 54, 14, 20, 3, 6, 87, [sonnet by Diego de Mendoza], [2 new sonnets], 58, 16, 2, 4-5, 19, 9-10, 21-22, [1 new sonnet], 1, 12, 59, 23, 11, 25, 36, [47], 85, 30
However, like BGUC 316, the order follows metrical types: glosses followed by sonnets, and finally a small group of redondillas and glosses:
Glosses, redondillas etc: 51, 27, 39, 45, 40, 44, [2 new letrillas], 83, 34, 41, 35, 37-38, 26, 32, 31, 42, [IV], [V]
Sonnets: 54, 14, 20, 3, 6, 87, [2 new sonnets], 58, 16, 2, 4-5, 19, 9-10, 21-22, 1, 12, 59, 23, 11
Redondillas etc.: 25, 36, [47], 85, 30
Reordered and compared with HSA, ANTT 1737 looks like this:
1-6, 9-12, 14, 16, 19-23, 25-27, 30-32, 34-42, [IV], [V], 44-45, [47], 51, 54, 58-59, 83, 85, 87
It thus shares 43 poems with HSA, and has six new poems, five of which are not found elsewhere. Elsewhere in the manuscript there are other poems of Salinas: “Un atrevido temor” (HSA 50), “Qué cuidados a millares” (HSA 68), “Un santo mártir miraba” (HSA 78), “Si el llanto es del dolor” (HSA 79), plus two sonnets of doubtful authenticity.
Compared with HSA, ANTT 1737 is reasonably complete up until poem 47 (it is missing numbers 7-8, 13, 15, 17-18, 24, 28-29, 33, 43, 46). In this it is quite similar to Phillipps. Also interestingly, it does not have “Es la esperanza la vida” but does have “Esperanza desabrida”, which would suggest that it was copied not from HSA or its derivatives (which had joined the two poems together) but from an earlier source such as Phillipps. It is also interesting to note that “Esperanza desabrida” precedes “Son los celos una guerra”, just as in Phillipps and Espinosa 1605.
ANTT 1737 is currently missing fols. 108-09, and the surrounding folios raise questions about the authenticity and accuracy of this part of the manuscript. Fol. 107r contains the Salinas sonnet “Sin ser posible ya disimularlo”; fol. 107v has “Cuando del cielo claro, resonante” (another sonnet, though of doubtful authenticity, and copied in another hand); fols. 108-09 are missing; fol. 110r is “Juraré que os amé todos mis días” (in the same hand as the sonnet on 107v, i.e. not by the original copyist); fol. 110v is “Quereros para mí no es desamarme” (back to the original copyist’s hand). This leads us to question whether the sonnet on fol. 107v is by Salinas or was intercalated by another hand, the same that probably copied poems (four sonnets) on the missing two folios 108-109. It is likely, however, that those four sonnets were from those missing from the early group of 23 sonnets (e.g. 7-8, 13, 15, 17-18).
In short, ANTT 1737 is a useful manuscript for establishing the canon of Salinas’s work but not for the texts themselves. Its source (γ in our diagram) was probably slightly earlier than or contemporaneous with HSA but later than Phillipps and BNM 3657, since it has a few late poems such as one of the portrait sonnets to the Duchess of Híjar of 1621-22, and includes a few so-called Portuguese poems, such as “Muda y tierna elocuencia derramada” and a couple of glosses on Portuguese pies. Overall, however, it shows remarkable similarities to Phillipps in its contents.

Conclusion
Over one hundred years ago, the Portuguese academic Domingo Garcia Peres (1890) claimed to possess an original manuscript of Salinas’s poetry entitled Poesías varias, a volume in 4°: “Hoy poseemos un ejemplar”. He also stated that there was another such manuscript in the Ducal House of Híjar and Salinas (1890:18). Leaving to one side for the moment the first reference, to his own copy, let us examine more carefully what he says about the copy kept in the House of Híjar. To begin with, it would not be surprising that, if an autograph manuscript of Salinas’s poetry did exist at one time, it would be found in the library of the House of Híjar, his direct descendants. The problem with Garcia Peres’s assertion is that it has been read as suggesting that such a copy was still kept there at the end of the nineteenth century, when what he says is “existieron” and not “existen”. His information came, not from knowledge of the holdings of the Híjar library, but from a reference in Barbosa Machado (1741-1759): “Deixou Ms.: Poesias Varias, as quaes conservavão com grande estimação seus successores os Duques de Ixar, e Salinas como affirma Nicol. Ant. In Bibl. Hisp., t. 2, p. 321”. Barbosa Machado, as he states, took his information directly from Nicolás Antonio’s Bibliotheca Hispana sive Hispanorum (1672). Referring to don Diego de Silva y Mendoza, the latter says:
stylo disertissimus, sive carmina, sive prosam orationem scriberet. Reliquit: Carminum vulgaris linguæ volumen, quod à successoribus Ducibus de Ixar & de Salinas magno in pretio, uti æquum est, habetur. Seorsim plura memoria retinent, & in specimen pulchri & perfecti recitare solent nostri homines, quibus Musæ cordi sunt. (1672:II, 321)
We can be certain, therefore, that at least until the latter years of the seventeenth century an original copy of Salinas’s poems was kept in the Ducal Library of the House of Híjar, probably in Madrid. After that we lose sight of it. It does not appear in an inventory made of the library in 1863,​[27]​ and various attempts that we have made to locate it in the library of the successors to the House of Híjar, the Dukes of Alba, have failed.​[28]​ As stated above, both Gaillard 1988 and Rosales 1998 believed that this manuscript is what is now BNM 3657, in which case, as Gaillard poignantly notes: “Lo que significaría, desgraciadamente, que salvo milagro, quedarían muy pocas probabilidades de que apareciera ‘el’ cancionero básico de las obras de Salinas” (1988:16). Yet, the point is still worth making that BNM 3657 is not an original in Salinas’s hand but a good copy. Neither Nicolás Antonio nor Barbosa Machado of course state that the manuscript held by the Dukes of Híjar was an autograph copy, they just refer to a manuscript volume of his verse: “Carminum vulgaris linguæ volumen” or “Poesías varias”. But, as we have tried to show in this study, there was an original cartapacio of Salinas’s poetry, constantly being added to and at various times copied by one or more of his scribes or secretaries, and it seems logical to assume that it was kept in the family library. BNM 3657 may well have belonged at one point in time to the House of Híjar and served as a good copy, but it does not negate the existence of this original manuscript whose current whereabouts is thus still a mystery.
To complicate matters further, and in spite of the assertions of Rosales and Gaillard, it is possible that BNM 3657 was not the manuscript in the Ducal Library of Híjar referred to by N. Antonio. As we have already noted, Phillipps 2483 and BNM 3657 are both in the same, scribal hand, and both derive directly from a Salinas original. There is no reason therefore to suppose that the manuscript noted by N. Antonio was not Phillipps. Let us assume for the purposes of argument that it was. This manuscript seems to have disappeared from the Híjar library during the course of the eighteenth century; in the early nineteenth century, a manuscript of Salinas’s poems appears in the library of the English bibliophile Sir Thomas Phillipps (1792-1872). Phillipps bought this manuscript in the late 1820s along with many others (500 in total, numbers 2298-2798 in his collection) from the London bookseller Thomas Thorpe. Thorpe had acquired a large number of manuscripts from the collections of Juan de Iriarte, Carlos Antonio de La Serna Santander and the Marquis of Astorga, and he sold many of them in an auction held over three days by Robert Harding Evans beginning on 2 March 1826, although not, apparently, our manuscript.​[29]​ Sir Thomas’s own note for this group of manuscripts in the master copy of his Manuscript Catalogue reads: “Plures ex Bibl. Iriarte, de la Serna Santander, & Marchionis de Astorga ex Hispania” (Munby 1954: 149). Since books, manuscripts and paintings were often included in dowry settlements of daughters who married into another noble family, it is not impossible that one or other of the conjunctions of Silva y Mendoza and Álvarez de Toledo that occurred in the eighteenth century took the Salinas manuscript into the library of the Marquises of Astorga and Counts of Altamira, and from there, via Thorpe, to Sir Thomas Phillipps. Bearing in mind the number of Spanish books and manuscripts that were acquired at this time by wealthy Englishmen from the libraries of indigent Spanish nobles, among them the Astorga family, it seems more than likely that the missing Híjar manuscript is not BNM 3657 but Phillipps 2483.​[30]​
	That still leaves the question of what happened to the original manuscript Garcia Peres claimed to possess, and to another that was at one time said to be in the Biblioteca Episcopal de Córdoba (Rosales 1998: 119).​[31]​ No trace of either has come to light and their existence must remain doubtful.
	Nonetheless, in spite of not having an original Salinas manuscript from which to produce a reliable edition of his work, we do have, as I hope this study has shown, the means by which to produce one. Both Phillipps and BNM 3657 (probably) and HSA (certainly) were copied directly from Salinas originals, but at different stages in the compilation of the collection, Phillipps between 1605 and 1610, BNM 3657 circa 1610 and HSA towards the early 1620s. Since the order of the poems up until poem 45 “Los casos dificultosos” is practically the same in HSA as in Phillips (the earliest copy of Salinas’s poems), we can assume that this order was established early on. Any tampering with that order, insertions of loose poems etc., should therefore be treated with caution. They are unlikely to represent Salinas’s wishes.
This ordering reveals that the inner organisation of the cancionero was originally based on a metrical division: 1-23 = sonnets; 24-29 = poemas mayores and redondillas; 30-45 = mainly glosses and letrillas. After this, the original division is abandoned and poems appear in a more disordered fashion, sometimes in groups (e.g. 58-62, 65-67, 71-75, 87-91, which are all sonnets), but still jumbled up with other types of poems. This would suggest that poems 1-45 represent the earliest version of Salinas’s cartapacio, that is to say, those written first, probably by 1610 or a bit earlier. After that, Salinas simply added poems to the collection as he wrote them or re-discovered them, but gave up any attempt at a new metrical organisation, as this would have meant re-ordering the first 45 poems of the sequence, something he was clearly loathe to do. Against this hypothesis, however, we have BGUC 316, which, although dated 1652, was copied, we believe, from an original or a copy put together c.1621-1622. Compared with HSA, the poems of BGUC 316 appear all out of order, but viewed in the context of a metrical organisation, the order is actually quite coherent: sonnets, followed by octavas, canciones and redondillas, then glosses and letrillas. In other words, it recovers or attempts to recover the original organisation of Phillipps, compiled more than ten years earlier. This could suggest that the copy our Portuguese copyist of BGUC 316 was working from had been reorganised after the compilation of HSA, in which case it might represent more closely the wishes of Salinas, as first expressed in Phillipps. As it happens, ANTT 1737 also follows a metrical organisation, this time glosses, followed by sonnets and then a small group of redondillas and glosses. The only problem with this theory is that Portuguese poetic manuscripts of the seventeenth century tend to be organised metrically, unlike their Spanish counterparts, which rarely show a metrical coherence. In this case, the metrical organisation of both BGUC 316 and ANTT 1737 could just as well represent the taste or prejudices of the copyist as the wishes of Salinas. Nonetheless, the case of Phillipps, the earliest of our principal Salinas manuscripts, the first half of HSA and of BNM 3657, and, equally importantly, the example of BNM 4152, which also has a strict metrical division: 34 sonnets followed by 31 redondillas, glosses and letrillas, do tend to suggest that a metrical division was what Salinas had intended all along. A modern edition of his work might wish to follow that plan.​[32]​
The first step in producing a modern, critical edition will be to establish the authenticity of the numerous poems attributed to Salinas. Between them, the seven manuscripts studied here help to establish a basic canon of Salinas’s work of between 100 and 115 poems. In addition there are another sixty or so poems which have been attributed to Salinas in one manuscript or another but whose authenticity is doubtful or very doubtful. Appendix 3 is an attempt to put some order into the attributions and grade them according to their degree of authenticity, from probable to doubtful. Once the poems have been chosen, the next step will be to decide on the base text to use, and here the problems abound. As I discovered when trying to edit just six of Salinas’s most popular sonnets (Dadson 1987), the base text I ended up choosing in each case was different, even though each came from one of the principal manuscripts discussed here. This is not a surprising outcome if Salinas was reworking his poems over a period of time, as seems to have been the case (certainly the repetitions of BNM 3657 support this hypothesis), but it does not make the task easier for the editor. The safest solution might simply be to use one of the principal manuscripts as the base text throughoutHSA B2460 would appear to be the obvious choice here, as it contains the second largest number of poems attributed to Salinas in one manuscript and was clearly copied from Salinas’s own originalsand note any important divergences in the critical apparatus. It is of course always possible that a copy of any particular poem in a manuscript outside of the main ones could contain a reworked or later version of the poem sanctioned by Salinas, but we will never know this for certain.
No edition, therefore, of the poetical works of don Diego de Silva y Mendoza will be without its problems, but until such a time as an autograph manuscript of his work appears, the modern editor has little choice but to cut through the fog of attributions and try to edit as best he or she can those poems which have a high degree of likelihood of being by Salinas. Even then, it is certain that one or more of these will be proven later to have been written by another poet, but, as Antonio Carreira has shown in a number of studies, there is very little certainty when it comes to poetic attributions in the Spanish Golden Age.​[33]​



Appendix 1

Possible transmission of the principal Salinas manuscripts:

		Salinas Originals		Copies


		
			
		1600	



		1605

					Phillipps 2483

		1610
					BNM 3657


		1615

					α		BNM 4152 / 3992

		1620
					HSA B2460
					β		BGUC 316
				
	γ		ANTT 1737
	
	1625



		1630







Appendix 2
Cartapacio de la obra poética del conde de Salinas


Phase One (c. 1605-1610, Phillipps 2483):

HSA	Phillipps
1	Juraré que os amé todos mis días				1
2	De puro amor estoy muy mal contigo				2
3	Aguardo, temo, creo y a deshora				3
4	Esta imaginación con osadía					4
5	Luego que tuvo el buen conocimiento			5
6	Soy tan dichosamente desdichado				6
7	De tu muerte que fue un breve suspiro [1605]		7
8	Este largo martirio de la vida					8
9	Nunca ofendí la fe con la esperanza				9
10	Estas lágrimas vivas que corriendo				10
11	Soberbísima pompa que eternizas [1603]			11
12	Quereros para mí no es desamarme				12
13	Ya rendido Leandro agua bebía				13
14	En tal perseverar de pensamiento				14
15	Amado engaño de la fantasía					15
16	Cuántos fueron, serán y son agora				16
17	Cruda muerte, rigor, pena y cuidado				17
18	Resiste a mi contraria y ruin ventura				18
19	Trae en ausencia un bien la fantasía				19
20	Yo no sé qué más fuentes que los ojos			20
21	Tornaos a deshacer vano rodeo				21
22	Sin ser posible ya disimulallo					22
I	[Voto a Dios que me espanta esta grandeza]			23
[ ‘Soneto a las fiestas del Rey en Sevilla’; it is by Cervantes]
II	[Un bravonel de espátula y griguesco] 			24
[another sonnet by Cervantes]
23	Es el gozado bien en agua escrito				25
24	Miedo y seguridad del pensamiento				26
25	Tardanzas, confusión, contradicciones			27
26	De amor las glorias y las penas				28
27	Ojos que se quieren bien					29
30	En la fuente está Leonor					30
31	Por mis tristes ojos						31
32	Muerto estoy y aun tengo miedo				32
33	Espero sin esperanza: No se puede en el abismo		33
34	Hay celos y malos tratos					34
35	Ya de mi fe la esperanza					35
36	Si el amor muerte que pudo					36
37	Ven muerte tan escondida					37
38	Mi cayado y mi ganado y zurrón				38
39	No puede mucho durar					39
40	Mal que mientras es mayor					40
41	Cuando Menga quiere a Blas					41
28	Tienen el alma rendida					42
III	Ojos, cuyas luces bellas [probably authentic]		43
IV	Esperanza desabrida [authentic; Espinosa, 			44
Primera parte Flores 1605]
V	Son los celos una guerra [authentic; Espinosa, 		45
Primera parte Flores 1605]
VI	Las horas de mi pesar [doubtful]				46
VII	Ojos, si ajenos enojos [doubtful]				47
VIII	[Cuando los campos se visten] [romance; 			48
by Juan de Salinas]
IX	[En Fuenmayor, esa villa] [romance; by Juan de Salinas]	49
X	[Muy bien ido seáis, señor] [redondillas; the 		50
continuation of IX, they are by Juan de Salinas]
XI	[De Amor con intercadencias] [romance; 			51
by Juan de Salinas]
42	Temo obedeceros tarde					52
43	Es la esperanza la vida [+ Esperanza desabrida]		53
44	Pues que mis desdichas					54
45	Yo he hecho lo que he podido					55


Phase Two (c. 1610, BNM 3657):

Omitting the repeated poems and comparing with HSA:

HSA	BNM 3657
[1	Juraré que os amé todos mis días]				[1]
[2	De puro amor estoy muy mal conmigo]			[2]
[3	Aguardo, temo, creo y a deshora]				[3]
4	Esta imaginación con osadía					4
5	Luego que tuvo el buen conocimiento			5
6	Soy tan dichosamente desdichado				6
7	De tu muerte que fue un breve suspiro			7
8	Este largo martirio de la vida					8
9	Nunca ofendí la fe con la esperanza				9
10	Estas lágrimas vivas que corriendo				10
11	Soberbísima pompa que eternizas				11
12	Quereros para mí no es desamarme				12
13	Ya rendido Leandro agua bebía				13
14	En tal perseverar de pensamiento				14
15	Amado engaño de la fantasía					15
16	Cuántos fueron, serán y son agora				16
17	Cruda muerte, rigor, pena y cuidado				17
18	Resiste a mi contraria y ruin ventura				18
19	Trae en ausencia un bien la fantasía				19
20	Yo no sé qué más fuentes que los ojos			20
21	Tornaos a deshacer vano rodeo				21
22	Sin ser posible ya disimulallo					22
23	Es el gozado bien en agua escrito				23
24	Miedo y seguridad del pensamiento				24
25	Tardanzas, confusión, contradicciones			25
26	De amor las glorias y las penas				26
27	Ojos que se quieren bien					27
28	Tienen el alma rendida					28
29	Si me hubieras dejado						29
30	En la fuente está Leonor					30
31	Por mis tristes ojos						31
32	Muerto estoy y aun tengo miedo				32
33	Espero sin esperanza: No se puede en el abismo		33
34	Hay celos y malos tratos					34
35	Ya de mi fe la esperanza					35
36	Si el amor muerte que pudo					36
37	Ven muerte tan escondida					41
38	Mi cayado y mi ganado y zurrón				42
39	No puede mucho durar					43
40	Mal que mientras es mayor					44
41	Cuando Menga quiere a Blas					45
42	Temo obedeceros tarde					46
43	Es la esperanza la vida					47
IV	Esperanza desabrida						48
44	Pues que mis desdichas					49
45	Yo he hecho lo que he podido					50
46	A María no es amar						51
47	Dime de un ay que penetras					52
48	Creyendo ser acabada						53
49	El mundo todo me envía					55
50	Un atrevido temor						57
51	Si en mujeres buscáis fe					63
52	Ni el corazón, ni el alma ni la vida				58
56	No halla esperanza pura					76
69	Cuidados de ardientes pechos					65
83	No dar en amor razón						37
84	Quien su honor defiende y ama				38
85	Lechugas y falsas riendas					39
86	Tras, tris, uh, coco decías					40

It adds the following:

92	Aunque sobra la merced [Mote de Palacio]			54
93	De mayor mal que ésta [Mote de Palacio]			56
94	No me aparto de mi pena [Mote de Palacio]			59
95	Mi padre, su decir iluminado					60
96	De aquel lenguaje crespo e intricado				61
97	Que no hay bien que cuando venga				62
98	Cuesco, obispo, cola y paje					64
99	Extremada posesión						66
100	Ansias de la razón tan declaradas				67
101	Como mira a matar entonces					68
102	Éste a quien es morir gloria adquirida			69
103	Quiero y no saben que quiero					70
104	Amigo, la norabuena						71
105	No es menester que digáis					72
106	Es el engaño traidor						73
107	Pruebo lágrimas vertidas					74
108	Diez flechas tiró						75


Phase Three (post-1611, BNM 4152):

With the poems reordered and compared with HSA B2460:

HSA	BNM 4152
1	Juraré que os amé todos mis días				18
2	De puro amor estoy muy mal conmigo			8
3	Aguardo, temo, creo y a deshora				9
4	Esta imaginación con osadía					10
5	Luego que tuvo el buen conocimiento			11
6	Soy tan dichosamente desdichado				12
7	De tu muerte que fue un breve suspiro			14
8	Este largo martirio de la vida					33
9	Nunca ofendí la fe con la esperanza				13
10	Estas lágrimas vivas que corriendo				15
11	Soberbísima pompa que eternizas				16
12	Quereros para mí no es desamarme				17
13	Ya rendido Leandro agua bebía				19
14	En tal perseverar de pensamiento				20
15	Amado engaño de la fantasía					2
16	Cuántos fueron, serán y son agora				1
18	Resiste a mi contraria y ruin ventura				4
19	Trae en ausencia un bien la fantasía				3
20	Yo no sé qué más fuentes que los ojos			6
21	Tornaos a deshacer vano rodeo				7
22	Sin ser posible ya disimulallo					5
23	Es el gozado bien en agua escrito				24
24	Miedo y seguridad del pensamiento				46
25	Tardanzas, confusión, contradicciones			45
27	Ojos que se quieren bien					42
28	Tienen el alma rendida					47
30	En la fuente está Leonor					53
31	Por mis tristes ojos						41
32	Muerto estoy y aun tengo miedo				48
33	Espero sin esperanza: No se puede en el abismo		50
35	Ya de mi fe la esperanza					49
37	Ven muerte tan escondida					40
38	Mi cayado y mi ganado y zurrón				51
39	No puede mucho durar					37
40	Mal que mientras es mayor					36
41	Cuando Menga quiere a Blas					38
42	Temo obedeceros tarde					54
43	Es la esperanza la vida					55
45	Yo he hecho lo que he podido					35
48	Creyendo ser acabada						44
50	Un atrevido temor						43
52	Ni el corazón, ni el alma ni la vida				30
54	Cuando de entrambos cielos el rocío (>1611)		21
59	Lo que merece nombre de esperanza (>1611)		28
72	El claro duque de la tal figura					22
73	Oh caña de pescar muy transparente				23
79	Si el llanto es del dolor lengua y testigo			27
81	Pues el alma has llevado					52

It adds the following:

109	Ardo en amor y por amores muero [= BNM 3992]		26
110	En ausencia, que es último tormento [= BNM 3992]		29
111	Una, dos, tres estrellas, veinte, ciento [= BNM 3992]	31
112	Bien puede hacer Amor lo que quisiere [= BNM 3992]	32
113	Testimonios de fe, archivos santos [= BNM 3992]		34
114	Tomarme la voluntad [doubtful]				39
XII	[El que fuere dichoso será amado] [by Villamediana]	25


Phase Four (c. 1621, HSA B2460):

1	Juraré que os amé todos mis días
2	De puro amor estoy muy mal contigo
3	Aguardo, temo, creo y a deshora
4	Esta imaginación con osadía
5	Luego que tuvo el buen conocimiento
6	Soy tan dichosamente desdichado
7	De tu muerte que fue un breve suspiro
8	Este largo martirio de la vida
9	Nunca ofendí la fe con la esperanza
10	Estas lágrimas vivas que corriendo
11	Soberbísima pompa que eternizas
12	Quereros para mí no es desamarme
13	Ya rendido Leandro agua bebía
14	En tal perseverar de pensamiento
15	Amado engaño de la fantasía
16	Cuántos fueron, serán y son agora
17	Cruda muerte, rigor, pena y cuidado
18	Resiste a mi contraria y ruin ventura
19	Trae en ausencia un bien la fantasía
20	Yo no sé qué más fuentes que los ojos
21	Tornaos a deshacer vano rodeo
22	Sin ser posible ya disimulallo
23	Es el gozado bien en agua escrito
24	Miedo y seguridad del pensamiento
XIII	[Al de Salazar ayer] [two redondillas; by Villamediana]
XIV	[Dime, guarda del toril] [redondilla; by Villamediana]
25	Tardanzas, confusión, contradicciones
26	De amor las glorias y las penas
27	Ojos que se quieren bien
28	Tienen el alma rendida
29	Si me hubieras dejado
XV	[Jura España por su vida] [redondilla; by Villamediana]
30	En la fuente está Leonor
31	Por mis tristes ojos
32	Muerto estoy y aun tengo miedo
33	Espero sin esperanza: No se puede en el abismo
34	Hay celos y malos tratos
35	Ya de mi fe la esperanza
36	Si el amor muerte que pudo
37	Ven muerte tan escondida
38	Mi cayado y mi ganado y zurrón
39	No puede mucho durar
40	Mal que mientras es mayor
41	Cuando Menga quiere a Blas
42	Temo obedeceros tarde
43	Es la esperanza la vida [+ Esperanza desabrida]
44	Pues que mis desdichas
45	Yo he hecho lo que he podido
46	A María no es amar
47	Dime de un ay que penetras
48	Creyendo ser acabada
49	El mundo todo me envía
50	Un atrevido temor
51	Si en mujeres buscáis fe
52	Ni el corazón, ni el alma ni la vida
53	Señora, aquella dolencia
54	Cuando de entrambos cielos el rocío
55	Ésta que mirando estás
56	No halla esperanza pura
57	Dos Sarmientos hembra y macho
58	Obligando a vivir quitas la vida
59	Lo que merece nombre de esperanza
60	Quien del sol niega el duro, ardiente filo
61	Vos sois, Teresa, quien se opone al filo
62	El agua templa el acerado filo
63	Si virgen y madre dio 
64	Para ver si una amistad
65	Peleo dentro en mí con esperanza
66	Pruebo a engañar mi loco pensamiento
67	Duro presente el sin ventura Alfeo
68	Qué cuidados a millares
69	Cuidados de ardientes pechos
70	Callo mi agavio y razón
71	Sois senda de bayeta prolongada
72	El claro duque de la tal figura
73	Oh caña de pescar muy transparente
74	Oh partida cruel y tan sin tasa
75	Tan cuesta arriba os fue ser licenciado
76	No hay desengaño más cierto
77	Roma de guademecí
78	Un santo mártir miraba
79	Si el llanto es del dolor lengua y testigo
80	De mis ojos me siento a las riberas
81	Pues el alma has llevado
82	Señora, un dolor mortal
83	No dar en amor razón
84	Quien su honor defiende y ama
85	Lechugas y falsas riendas
86	Tras, tris, uh, coco decías
87	Oh traslado poder de dar cuidado [1621-22]
88	A la vista del caliz ofrecido
89	Trocado el corazón, la otra María
90	La gran maestra de llorar pecados
91	No más amor que he recordado y veo


Phase Five (post-1621, BGUC 316):

With the poems reordered and compared with HSA B2460:

HSA	BGUC 316
1	Juraré que os amé todos mis días				1
2	De puro amor estoy muy mal contigo				2
3	Aguardo, temo, creo y a deshora				3
4	Esta imaginación con osadía					4
5	Luego que tuvo el buen conocimiento			5
6	Soy tan dichosamente desdichado				6
7	De tu muerte que fue un breve suspiro			7
8	Este largo martirio de la vida					8
9	Nunca ofendí la fe con la esperanza				9
10	Estas lágrimas vivas que corriendo				10
11	Soberbísima pompa que eternizas				11
12	Quereros para mí no es desamarme				12
13	Ya rendido Leandro agua bebía				13
14	En tal perseverar de pensamiento				14
15	Amado engaño de la fantasía					15
16	Cuántos fueron, serán y son agora				17
17	Cruda muerte, rigor, pena y cuidado				18
18	Resiste a mi contraria y ruin ventura				19
19	Trae en ausencia un bien la fantasía				20
20	Yo no sé qué más fuentes que los ojos			21
21	Tornaos a deshacer vano rodeo				22
22	Sin ser posible ya disimulallo					23
23	Es el gozado bien en agua escrito				24
24	Miedo y seguridad del pensamiento				48
25	Tardanzas, confusión, contradicciones			49
26	De amor las glorias y las penas				50
27	Ojos que se quieren bien					51
28	Tienen el alma rendida					85
30	En la fuente está Leonor					52
32	Muerto estoy y aun tengo miedo				55
33	Espero sin esperanza: No se puede en el abismo		56
34	Hay celos y malos tratos					53
35	Ya de mi fe la esperanza					54
36	Si el amor muerte que pudo					57
37	Ven muerte tan escondida					58
38	Mi cayado y mi ganado y zurrón				60
39	No puede mucho durar					61
40	Mal que mientras es mayor					62
41	Cuando Menga quiere a Blas					63
42	Temo obedeceros tarde					86
43	Es la esperanza la vida [+ Esperanza desabrida]		87
44	Pues que mis desdichas					88
45	Yo he hecho lo que he podido					64
46	A María no es amar						94
47	Dime de un ay que penetras					95
48	Creyendo ser acabada						91
51	Si en mujeres buscáis fe					59
52	Ni el corazón, ni el alma ni la vida				25
53	Señora, aquella dolencia					92
54	Cuando de entrambos cielos el rocío				26
56	No halla esperanza pura					70
57	Dos Sarmientos hembra y macho				66
58	Obligando a vivir quitas la vida				31
59	Lo que merece nombre de esperanza				27
60	Quien del sol niega el duro, ardiente filo			28
61	Vos sois, Teresa, quien se opone al filo			29
62	El agua templa el acerado filo					30
64	Para ver si una amistad					93
65	Peleo dentro en mí con esperanza				32
66	Pruebo a engañar mi loco pensamiento			16
67	Duro presente el sin ventura Alfeo				33
68	Qué cuidados a millares					67
69	Cuidados de ardientes pechos					69
70	Callo mi agavio y razón					68
71	Sois senda de bayeta prolongada				34
72	El claro duque de la tal figura					35
73	Oh caña de pescar muy transparente				36
74	Oh partida cruel y tan sin tasa					38
75	Tan cuesta arriba os fue ser licenciado			37
76	No hay desengaño más cierto					71
78	Un santo mártir miraba					73
79	Si el llanto es del dolor lengua y testigo			39
80	De mis ojos me siento a las riberas				40
81	Pues el alma has llevado					89
82	Señora, un dolor mortal					90
83	No dar en amor razón						75
84	Quien su honor defiende y ama				74
85	Lechugas y falsas riendas					76
86	Tras, tris, uh, coco decías					77
87	Trasladado poder de dar cuidado [1621-22]			41
89	Trocado el corazón, la otra María				42
90	La gran maestra de llorar pecados				43

It adds the following:

92	Aunque sobra la merced [= BNM 3657]			80
93	De mayor mal que ésta [= BNM 3657]			79
94	No me aparto de mi pena [= BNM 3657]			81
98	Cuesco, obispo, cola y paje [= BNM 3657]			72
113	Testimonios de fe, archivos santos [= BNM 3992, 4512]	46
115	Dos poderes en Cristo han merecido				44
116	Si no es acción de Dios estar clavado				45
117	Resplandor de mi sol en sombra ardiente 			47
[= BNM 17719] [1621-22]
118	Huyo a mi parecer cuanto yo puedo [=BNM 17719]		65
119	Más son que para una vida					78
120	Voy paseando un enojo					82
121	Váseme el alma tras quien					83
122	Convertida en duro mármol					84


Phase Six (c. 1621-22, ANTT 1737):

With the poems reordered and compared with HSA B2460:

HSA	ANTT 1737
1	Juraré que os amé todos mis días				43
2	De puro amor estoy muy mal contigo				34
3	Aguardo, temo, creo y a deshora				26
4	Esta imaginación con osadía					35
5	Luego que tuvo el buen conocimiento			36
6	Soy tan dichosamente desdichado				27
9	Nunca ofendí la fe con la esperanza				38
10	Estas lágrimas vivas que corriendo				39
11	Soberbísima pompa que eternizas				47
12	Quereros para mí no es desamarme				44
14	En tal perseverar de pensamiento				24
16	Cuántos fueron, serán y son agora				33
19	Trae en ausencia un bien la fantasía				37
20	Yo no sé qué más fuentes que los ojos			25
21	Tornaos a deshacer vano rodeo				40
22	Sin ser posible ya disimulallo					41
23	Es el gozado bien en agua escrito				46
25	Tardanzas, confusión, contradicciones			48
26	De amor las glorias y las penas				15-17	
27	Ojos que se quieren bien					2
30	En la fuente está Leonor					53
31	Por mis tristes ojos						19
32	Muerto estoy y aun tengo miedo				18
34	Hay celos y malos tratos					10
35	Ya de mi fe la esperanza					12
36	Si el amor muerte que pudo					49
37	Ven muerte tan escondida					13
38	Mi cayado y mi ganado y zurrón				14
39	No puede mucho durar					3
40	Mal que mientras es mayor					5
41	Cuando Menga quiere a Blas					11
42	Temo obedeceros tarde					20
IV	Esperanza desabrida						21
V	Son los celos una guerra					22
44	Pues que mis desdichas					6
45	Yo he hecho lo que he podido					4
51	Si en mujeres buscáis fe					1
54	Cuando de entrambos cielos el rocío				23
58	Obligando a vivir quitas la vida				32
59	Lo que merece nombre de esperanza				45
83	No dar en razón						9
85	Lechugas y falsas riendas					52
87	Trasladado poder de dar cuidado [1621-22]			28

It adds the following:

123	Confieso que a un ciego					7
124	De Venus no nace Amor					8
125	La red de Amor de la hermosura es hecha [Sonnet		30
in reply to:
XVI	Dígame, quien lo sabe, de qué es hecha, 			[29]
by Diego de Mendoza]			
126	Muda y tierna elocuencia derramada				31
127	Cuando del cielo claro, resonante				42
128	Gil de un ay en otro ay [a different version to HSA 47]	50



Appendix 3

IA. Poems of certain authenticity (with three or more witnesses from the principal cancioneros):​[34]​


No.	First verse	Metrical type	Principal witnesses	Other witnesses
				
1	Juraré que os amé todos mis días	Soneto	6	6
2	De puro amor estoy muy mal	Soneto	6	1
3	Aguardo, temo, creo y a deshora	Soneto	6	2
4	Esta imaginación con osadía	Soneto	7	1
5	Luego que tuvo el buen conocimiento	Soneto	7	2
6	Soy tan dichosamente desdichado	Soneto	7	1
7	De tu muerte que fue un breve 	Soneto	6	2
8	Este largo martirio de la vida	Soneto	6	3
9	Nunca ofendí la fe con la esperanza	Soneto	7	6
10	Estas lágrimas vivas que corriendo	Soneto	7	8
11	Soberbísima pompa que eternizas	Soneto	7	1
12	Quereros para mí no es desamarme	Soneto	7	2
13	Ya rendido Leandro agua bebía	Soneto	6	1
14	En tal perseverar de pensamiento	Soneto	7	0
15	Amado engaño de la fantasía	Soneto	6	2
16	Cuántos fueron, serán y son agora	Soneto	7	5
17	Cruda muerte, rigor, pena y cuidado	Soneto	4	0
18	Resiste a mi contraria y ruin ventura	Soneto	6	1
19	Trae en ausencia un bien la fantasía	Soneto	7	0
20	Yo no sé qué más fuentes que los ojos	Soneto	7	1
21	Tornaos a deshacer vano rodeo	Soneto	7	1
22	Sin ser posible ya disimulallo	Soneto	7	1
23	Es el gozado bien en agua escrito	Soneto	7	2
24	Miedo y seguridad del pensamiento	Canción	5	2
25	Tardanzas, confusión, contradicciones	Octavas	6	5
26	De amor las glorias y las penas	Coplas + pie	5	0
27	Ojos que se quieren bien	Glosa	6	0
28	Tienen el alma rendida	Redondillas	5	0
30	En la fuente está Leonor	Glosa	7	0
31	Por mis tristes ojos	Glosa/letrilla	5	1
32	Muerto estoy y aun tengo miedo	Glosa/letrilla	6	0
33	No se puede en el abismo	Glosa	5	1
34	Hay celos y malos tratos	Glosa	5	0
35	Ya de mi fe la esperanza	Glosa	6	0
36	Si el amor muerte que pudo	Glosa/copla real	5	1
37	Ven, muerte, tan escondida	Octavas/letrilla	6	0
38	Mi cayado y mi ganado y zurrón	Glosa/villancico	6	0
39	No puede mucho durar	Glosa	6	0
40	Mal que mientras es mayor	Glosa	6	0
41	Cuando Menga quiere a Blas​[35]​	Glosa	6	0
42	Temo obedeceros tarde	Redondillas	6	10
43	Es la esperanza la vida	Redondillas	5	0
44	Pues que mis desdichas	Redondillas	5	2
45	Los casos tan dificultosos	Glosa/letrilla	6	2
46	A María no es amar	Glosa/letrilla	3	1?
47	Dime de un ay que penetras	Villancico	3	0
48	Creyendo ser acabada	Redondilla	4	0
50	Un atrevido temor	Redondillas	3	2
51	Si en mujeres buscáis fe	Glosa/letrilla	4	2
52	Ni el corazón, ni el alma ni la vida	Soneto	5	0
54	Cuando de entrambos cielos el rocío	Soneto	5	0
55	No halla esperanza pura	Glosa	3	0
58	Obligando a vivir quitas la vida	Soneto	3	2
59	Lo que merece nombre de esperanza	Soneto	5	0
69	Cuidados de ardientes pechos	Glosa	3	[1]
72	El claro duque de la tal figura	Soneto	3	0
73	Oh caña de pescar muy transparente	Soneto	4	0
79	Si el llanto es del dolor lengua y	Soneto	4	0
81	Pues el alma has llevado	Canción	4	0
83	No dar en amor razón	Glosa	4	0
84	Quien su honor defiende y ama	Glosa	3	0
85	Lechugas y falsas riendas	Glosa	4	0
86	Tras, tris, uh, coco decías	Glosa	3	0
87	Trasladado poder de dar cuidado	Soneto	3	1
IV	Esperanza desabrida	Redondillas	4	6
113	Testimonios de fe, archivo	Soneto	3	1


IB. Poems of certain authenticity (fewer than 3 principal witnesses, but with other compelling witnesses, such as an autograph or printed version):


No.	First verse	Metrical type	Principal witnesses	Other witnesses
				
64	Para ver si una amistad​[36]​	Glosa	2	1 autograph
	Planta gloriosa, cuyas ramas bellas	Soneto		Printed in 1610
V	Son los celos una guerra	Redondillas	2	2 + 1 printed 1605


II. Poems of probable authenticity (with at least two witnesses from the principal cancioneros, or with one principal witness plus other independent ones):


No.	First verse	Metrical type	Principal witnesses	Other witnesses
				
29	Si me hubieras dejado	Madrigal	2	0
49	El mundo todo me envía	Loa	2	0
53	Señora, aquella dolencia	Redondillas	2	0
57	Dos Sarmientos hembra y macho	Glosa	2	0
60	Quien del sol niega el duro, ardiente​[37]​	Soneto	2	0
61	Vos sois, Teresa, quien se opone al 	Soneto	2	0
[62	El agua templa el acerado filo]​[38]​	Soneto	2	0
65	Peleo dentro en mí con esperanza	Soneto	2	0
[66	Pruebo a engañar mi loco pensa-miento]​[39]​	Soneto	2	1
67	Duro presente el sin ventura Alfeo	Soneto	2	0
68	Qué cuidados a millares	Glosa	2	1
70	Callo mi agavio y razón	Glosa	2	0
71	Sois senda de bayeta prolongada	Soneto	2	0
74	Oh partida cruel y tan sin tasa	Soneto	2	0
75	Tan cuesta arriba os fue ser licenciado	Soneto	2	0
76	No hay desengaño más cierto	Glosa	2	1
80	De mis ojos me siento a las riberas	Soneto	2	0
82	Señora, un dolor mortal	Redondillas	2	2
89	Trocado el corazón, la otra María	Soneto	2	1
90	La gran maestra de llorar pecados	Soneto	2	1
92	Aunque sobra la merced	Motes	2	0
93	De mayor mal que ésta	Motes	2	0
94	No me aparto de mi pena	Motes	2	0
98	Cuesco, obispo, cola y paje	Glosa	2	0
109	Ardo en amor y por amores muero	Soneto	2	1
110	En ausencia que es último tormento	Soneto	2	0
111	Una, dos, tres estrellas, veinte	Soneto	2	7
112	Bien puede Amor hacer lo que​[40]​	Soneto	2	1
126	Muda y tierna elocuencia derramada​[41]​	Soneto	1	3
III	Ojos, cuyas luces bellas	Redondillas	1	4


IIIA. Poems of possible authenticity (with at least one witness from the principal cancioneros plus one or more other independent witness):


No.	First verse	Metrical type	Principal witnesses	Other witnesses
				
95	Mi padre, su decir iluminado	Soneto	1	2
96	De aquel lenguaje crespo e intricado	Soneto	1	2
106	Es el engaño traidor​[42]​	Mote	1	3
107	Pruebo lágrimas vertidas	Mote	1	1
117	Resplandor de mi sol en sombra​[43]​	Soneto	1	1
118	Huyo a mi parecer cuanto yo puedo	Glosa/Octava	1	1


IIIB. Poems of possible authenticity (with various independent witnesses):


First verse	Metrical type	Positive witnesses	Anonymous witnesses	Negative witnesses
				
Amadas luces puras​[44]​	Canción	1	2	
Aquí yace quien tan mal	Décima	16	4	2
Competir con mi tristeza​[45]​	Romance	3	1	
En aqueste destierro​[46]​	Canción	2		
Estad, mis ojos, para siempre​[47]​	Soneto	2	1	
Fatigado peregrino	Décima	3	1	1
Hambrienta, rota, injusta, 	Soneto	2		
¿Quién me tiene sin honor - ​[48]​	Epílogos	6	2	1
Si mil vidas tuviera que entregar​[49]​	Soneto	6	8	
78  Un santo mártir miraba​[50]​	Glosa	3	5	3


IV. Poems of doubtful authenticity (with only one principal witness):


No.	First verse	Metrical type	Principal witnesses	Other witnesses
				
55	Ésta que mirando estás	Epitafio	1	0
63	Si virgen y madre dio​[51]​	Glosa	1	0
77	Roma de guademecí	Epigrama	1	0
88	A la vista del caliz ofrecido	Soneto	1	0
91	No más amor que he recordado	Soneto	1	0
97	Que no hay bien que cuando venga	Glosa	1	0
99	Extremada posesión	Redondilla	1	0
100	Ansias de la razón tan declaradas	Soneto	1	0
101	Como mira a matar entonces	Soneto	1	0
102	Éste a quien es morir gloria adquirida	Soneto	1	0
103	Quiero y no saben que quiero	Glosa	1	0
104	Amigo, la norabuena	Redondilla	1	0
105	No es menester que digáis	Glosa	1	0
108	Diez flechas tiró	Mote	1	0
114	Tomarme la voluntad	Glosa	1	0
115	Dos poderes en Cristo han merecido	Soneto	1	0
116	Si no es acción de Dios estar clavado	Soneto	1	0
119	Más son que para una vida	Motes	1	0
120	Voy paseando un enojo	Mote	1	0
121	Váseme el alma tras quien​[52]​	Glosa	1	0
122	Convertida en duro mármol	Glosa	1	0
123	Confieso que a un ciego	Letrilla	1	0
124	De Venus no nace Amor	Glosa	1	0
125	La red de Amor de la hermosura​[53]​	Soneto	1	0
VI	Las horas de mi pesar​[54]​	Letrilla	1	0
VII	Ojos, si ajenos enojos	Letrilla	1	0


V. Poems of very doubtful authenticity:​[55]​


First verse	Metrical type	Positive witnesses	Anonymous witnesses	Negative witnesses
				
Amor, absoluto rey	Romance	1	4	2
Aquí con hado fatal	Epigrama	1		Many​[56]​
Arded, corazón, arded	Glosa	1		
Ay, Celia, si yo cegara antes​[57]​ 	Soneto	1		
Bañada en nácar, coronada de	Canción	1		
Caduco tiempo que la culpa tienes​[58]​	Octavas	1		2
Cierto que es un buen hombre	Soneto	2	1	1
¿Cómo callaré el dolor?​[59]​	Redondillas	1		
Copos de ámbar sobre nieve	Coplas	1 (MB)		
De aromáticos leños nido forma​[60]​	Soneto	1		
De qué sirve encubrir mi pena	Soneto	1		
Dichoso tú quien seas, que has	Soneto	1		
Echóse Leandro al mar	Letrilla	1	4	
En estos montes, Silvia, me han​[61]​	Soneto	1		
En mármol es el bien gozado​[62]​	Soneto	1		
En vano se me oponen las​[63]​	Soneto 	1		
Escudos hacen escudos	Décima	1		
Espera, ingrato, y mira lo que​[64]​	Soneto	1 (MB)		
Fileno a cantar se ofrece	Décimas	1		
Grande mal es callar un pensa-miento	Soneto	1	1	1
Grande mundo, sol, luna​[65]​	Soneto	1	1	1
Hermosa zagala​[66]​	Romance	2	2	1
Hermosos negros ojos​[67]​	Canción	1		
Hijo dos veces de uno y otro	Soneto	1		
Hombre empréstito breve de la vida​[68]​	Soneto	2	3	1
Mentidero de Madrid	Epigrama	1		Many​[69]​
Miro mis ojos de una luz venda​[70]​	Soneto	2		
Mucho puede un león hambriento	Soneto	3	2	1
Nave volante por la espuma	Soneto	1 (MB)		
No está el gozado bien en el alma	Soneto	1		
No fíes de prometido	Redondilla	1	2	
No quiero cantar lisonjas – monjas	Epílogos	1		
Ojos, aunque esperanza los 	Soneto	1 (MB)		
Pago estáis atrevido pensamiento	Soneto	1 (MB)		
Pluguiera a Dios que a Laura	Soneto	1		
Pronuncia el consumatum la voz​[71]​	Soneto	1 (Ant)		1
¿Qué es del cuerpo, alma mía, do​[72]​	Soneto	3		
¿Qué haces, vida mía? Estoy​[73]​	Soneto	2	4	1
¿Qué importa que al morir cual	Soneto	1		
Quien ama correspondido​[74]​	Romance	1	1	1
Quién dice que la pobreza no es	Soneto	2	5	3
Rey alto a quien adoramos	Redondillas	1 (Ant)	1	
Salid, lágrimas tristes, ya​[75]​	Soneto	1		
Si acaso, gran Francisco, yo os​[76]​	Soneto	1	Various	1
Si en mármol es el bien gozado	Soneto	1		
Siempre ha de ser desvelo del	Soneto 	1		
Siente el ausente Rey la monarquía	Soneto	1 (MB)	1	
Siéntome de mi pena tan penado​[77]​	Soneto	2		
Soberbia voluntad desenfrenada​[78]​	Soneto	1		
Sois locas esperanzas​[79]​	Romance	1		
Solté las alas del amor al viento	Soneto	1 (MB)		
Sueña el ausente bien la fantasía	Soneto	1 (MB)	1	
Ufano, alegre, altivo	Canción	9		Many​[80]​
Un fuego helado y un ardiente​[81]​	Soneto	1	1	1
Vieras, Fabio, el bajel tan otro	Soneto	1		
Yo moriré de vos enamorado	Soneto	1 (Corral)	1	
Yo quisiera pensamiento	Décimas	1 (Corral)		
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^1	  Buceta promised to “algún día presentar una lista [de sus composiciones], publicando, al mismo tiempo, algunas que se hallan inéditas” (1925:17). This promise never materialised. Although Rosales did prepare an edition of Salinas’s work as part of his 1955 thesis, he never published it in his lifetime. It was eventually published as vol. 5 of the 6 volume Obras completas brought out after his death (Rosales 1998).
^2	  Edward Glaser noted that: “Even more arduous a task is the editing of Salinas’s poetry. An original Cancionero, formerly in the possession of Domingo Peres Garcia, can no longer be located, and unless a stroke of good luck brings it once more to light we must abandon all hope for establishing in its entirety the poetic canon of the Marquis. For the present we have at our disposal only the poems attributed to him in the many private anthologies of the seventeenth century” (1966:217-18).
^3	  As he wrote in the “Advertencia previa” to Don Pedro Portocarrero: “Entre las ocupaciones de mis estudios en mi mocedad, y casi en mi niñez, se me cayeron como de entre las manos estas obrecillas” (Custodio Vega 1970:5).
^4	  On Salinas and court poetry at the end of the sixteenth and beginning of the seventeenth century, see Dadson 1990.
^5	  For a more detailed description of the manuscript, see Biblioteca Phillippica 1973, lot 2211.
^6	  The poems in question are: “Al de Salazar ayer”, “Don Salazar de Lagaña”, “Dime, guarda del toril”, and “Jura España por su vida”. See Ruiz Casanova 1990:1068 (poem 558) and 1990:1074 (poem 571), and Ruiz Casanova 1994:172 (poem 67) and 1994:359 (poem XLIV). The first two, joined together as one poem, are attributed to the Count of Villamediana in HSA B2461, fol. 102v: “Al de Salazar ayer”. The title reads: “Al Conde de Salazar que tenia la muger fea y el tambien lo era”. Both Salazar redondillas are also attributed to Villamediana in BNM ms. 3797, fol. 124v, though here as two separate poems. Also attributed to Villamediana in same manuscript and on same page is the redondilla “A don Juan de España: Jura España por su vida”. It is followed by another poem by Villamediana on the same theme: “Otra, motejándole de ynpotente: “Don Juan, con tus mismas moças”. After these two redondillas come the two dedicated to Salazar, i.e. they form a small group which Salinas obviously saw somewhere and copied (the same four appear attributed to Villamediana in BNM ms. 3919, fols. 55v-56). HSA HC411, 73, fol. 58 also attributes to Villamediana the redondilla “Jura España por su vida”. Villamediana wrote a number of satirical poems about the alguacil Vergel and his role in the Madrid bull fights (as per the other poem in HSA B2460).
^7	  Against the entries for “Al de Salazar ayer” and “Dime, guarda del toril”, someone has written “alheio”, the Portuguese for “ajeno”, meaning not by Salinas.
^8	  The use of the word “alheio” in the “Tabla de las obras” might suggest that the copyist was one of his Portuguese secretaries, perhaps one of the brothers Luis or Gabriel de Abreu, who worked for Salinas throughout the 1620s and up to his death in 1630.
^9	  For the tense relations between Salinas and Salazar over the expulsion of the moriscos, see Dadson 2007.
^10	  The titles often appended to these two redondillas make reference to the celebrated ugliness of both Salazar and his wife.
^11	  Just as it was not spotted by Antonio Rodríguez-Moñino and María Brey Mariño in their description of the manuscript (1965-66: II, 429-34)it is simply omitted in their list of the poems in this manuscript.
^12	  The marriage between Rodrigo Sarmiento de Silva and Isabel Margarita Fernández de Híjar, duchess of Híjar, had first been mooted in 1621. Philip IV gave his permission for the marriage on 20 July 1622, once Salinas was back in Madrid, and it took place in October in Zaragoza. The officiating priest was the groom’s uncle fray Pedro González de Mendoza, Archbishop of Zaragoza.
^13	  See Ruiz Casanova 1994: 172, poem 67. According to this editor, the title reads “A la caida de Vergel (Habla el toro)”, but the description of the poem given in CMBN 1998-2003: VI, 3522 says “Habla con el toro”.
^14	  In one sonnet he makes great play with the term “cuernos” (and, by extension, “cornudo”) and thus Vergel’s supposed cuckoldry: “La llave del toril, por ser más diestro, / dieron al buen Vergel, y por cercano / deudo de los que tiene so su mano, / pues le tiene esta villa por cabestro. / Aunque en esto de cuernos es maestro / y de la facultad es el decano, / un torillo, enemigo de su hermano, / al suelo le arrojó con fin siniestro. / Pero como jamás hombres han visto / un cuerno de otro cuerno horadado, / y Vergel con los toros es bienquisto, / aunque esta vez le vieron apretado, / sano y salvo salió, gracias a Cristo: / que Vergel contra cuernos es hadado” (Ruiz Casanova 1990: 439, poem 350).
^15	  Information in Archivo Parroquial de Villarrubia, Libro 3° de Bautismos, 1605-1624, fol. 149r.
^16	  “dahi se foi a hû lugar seu onde esteue ate agosto, en q. entrou na corte a seus requerimentos y foi muito bem recebido” (Manuel Severim de Faria, Livro da notícia de Portugal e Estados sujeitos a sua Coroa, BNL, ms. 917, fol. 95v).
^17	  González Palencia 1942: 29. Yet another gazette of the time states that he entered Madrid on 16 July (Gascón de Torquemada 1991: 127).
^18	  See Calderón 1611 (1896): VII. The original manuscript is to be found in Biblioteca March, Madrid, ms. 438. Segunda parte de las Flores de poetas ilustres de España.
^19	  Attributed to Salinas, the poem is found in Biblioteca de la Caja de Ahorros, Antequera, ms. 9816 M 6(5), Cancionero antequerano. Por Ignacio de Toledo y Godoy. Año 1627, Tomo I, fol. 172r. See Alonso & Ferreres 1950: 99-100. However, in El Cancionero manuscrito de Fabio (RAE, Fondo Rodríguez-Moñino, ms. E-41-6880, p. 56), the sonnet is attributed to Lope de Vega.
^20	  “Esperanza desabrida” also appears anonymously in the Docena Parte de romances of both Zaragoza (Alonso Rodríguez, 1602) and Valladolid (Sebastián de Cañas, 1604), and the Romancero general, docena parte (Madrid: Juan de la Cuesta, 1604)  (see Rodríguez-Moñino 1977-78: I, 38, 44, 68).
^21	  Interestingly, the next but one poem before this is “Ojos, cuyas luces bellas” (fols. 218v-19) attributed here to the Count of Salinas (as in Phillipps 2483).
^22	  Rosales (1998: 267-74) discusses at length whether “Son los celos una guerra” should be included in the Salinas canon, given that elsewhere the poem has been attributed to Balstasar del Alcázar. To complicate the issue even further, and to show how shaky some attributions can be, Gallardo (1863: I, cols. 89-93) included both “Son los celos una guerra” and “Temo obedeceros tarde” under the works of Alcázar; that the second of these is by Salinas has never been in doubt.
^23	  See Dadson 1987: 62-63 for the different versions of this sonnet.
^24	  To my knowledge, no one has previously spotted this crucial fact.
^25	  See Phillipps, p. 26 and BNM 3657, fol. 596v, which clearly show the different layouts adopted by the scribe for the same poems: “En la fuente está Leonor” and “Por mis tristes ojos”.
^26	  “A more probable solution to the problem is that both MSS reflect a common source, of which MS. 4152 is the more faithful representative” (1969: 31).
^27	  Archivo Histórico Provincial, Zaragoza: Casa Ducal de Híjar, 2ª-141-6: “Biblioteca del Exmo. Sr. Duque de Hijar. Yndice de las Obras Manuscritas que existen en la misma, sacado del general, y de el particular, de Papeles varios”.
^28	  A search carried out for me in 1987 by sr. José Manuel Calderón, librarian to the Dukes of Alba, of the Híjar holdings in the Library of the Dukes of Alba, Palacio de Liria, Madrid, came to nought: “Lamentablemente, el resultado ha sido negativo” (private letter). Sr. Calderón then went on to say: “Si le sirve de orientación, le diré que el Archivo de los Duques de Híjar se encontró depositado en la Biblioteca Nacional durante los años de la última guerra civil, época en la que tal vez pudo ser sustraido”. Once again, we have the rather intriguing link with the Biblioteca Nacional, Madrid.
^29	  Many of the manuscripts are described in a very general waye.g. papeles curiosos, poesías variaswhich makes identification difficult (see Thorpe 1826). For more on Thorpe’s catalogues and sales during the 1820s, see Glendinning 1960: 83-87.
^30	  See Glendinning: “But interest in Spanish books only became ‘maniacal’ towards the turn of the century, growing in the early 1800’s to its fullest development in the 1820’s when Spanish books and manuscripts, fleeing Spain like political exiles, deluged the London book market for a brief but brilliant period…It was probably the richest half-century in the history of Spanish books in England” (1960: 70 and 71).
^31	  Rosales got his information, I believe, from the following source: Carlos Ramírez de Arellano y Gutiérrez de Salamanca, Ensayo de un catálogo biográfico-bibliográfico de los escritores que han sido individuos de las cuatro órdenes militares de España. On p. 204 of this reference work, we read: “[Diego de Silva y Mendoza] escribió…muchas Poesías de las cuales se conserva un tomo manuscrito en la Biblioteca episcopal de Córdoba” (CODOIN 1894).
^32	  Rather fortuitously, though one might hope intuitively, my anthology of Salinas’s poetry (Dadson 1985) was organised on those lines, with the poems grouped in three principal sections: Sonetos, Otros poemas mayores, Glosas.
^33	  See Carreira 1990, 1991 and 1994; all have numerous references to Salinas attributions.
^34	  The principal witnesses are: Phillipps 2483, BNM 3657, HSA B2460, BGUC 316, ANTT 1737, BNM 4152, BNM 3992, a total of seven. The other witnesses are manuscripts where the poem in question has been attributed to Salinas.
^35	  The ‘mote’ ‘Cuando Menga quiere a Blas’ is a very popular stanza that was glossed by numerous poets of the period (see Frenk, Labrador and DiFranco 1996: 398-99).
^36	  There is an autograph variant of this décima in BNM ms. 9408, fol. 62r that begins ‘Experimentar que amistad’.
^37	  This and the succeeding sonnet (no. 61) appear anonymously in fray Diego de San Joseph, Compendio de las solemnes fiestas que en toda España se hicieron en la beatificación de N.B.M. Teresa de Jesús (Madrid: Viuda de Alonso Martín, 1615), fol. 76. The compiler states that the author of this sonnet and the gloss ‘Si Virgen y madre dio’ (fol. 66v) were one and the same: ‘vn tan excelente Poeta, y tan versado en buenas letras, quanto gran señor’, who wished to remain anonymous. The description would certainly fit Salinas (as well, of course, as any number of noble poets of the time!).
^38	  Carreira (1991: 37) notes that this sonnet was attributed to D. Mariana de Ciria y Beteta and published as such in Diego de San Joseph, Compendio de las solemnes fiestas, fol. 77v.
^39	  In spite of appearing in two principal Salinas cancionerosHSA B2460 and BGUC 316and in BNM ms. 3794 where it is attributed to the Count in the middle of a group of well-known Salinas sonnets, this sonnet was published as no. XXIII in the Rimas of Lope de Vega (Madrid: Pedro Madrigal, 1602); see Carreira 1991: 39.
^40	  A version of this sonnet is attributed to Francisco de Figueroa in RB MS 531 ‘Cartapacio de Francisco Morán de la Estrella’, fol. 160v. Although the quatrains are practically identical, the tercets are quite different (see Maurer 1988: 164-65 and DiFranco, Labrador and Zorita 1989: 345). It is possible that Salinas’s version was intended as a deliberate imitation of what he thought was a sonnet by Figueroa (Salinas was 21 years of age in 1585 when the Cartapacio was probably put together). There is also an anonymous version of ‘Bien puede Amor hacer lo que quisiere’ in MS 189 of All Souls College, Oxford, fol. 160v. In this case the similarities with Salinas’s version are such that it is clear that we are dealing with the same sonnet but at two different stages in its composition.
^41	  On the possible authorship by Salinas of this beautiful sonnet, see Dadson 1989: 62-68. Carreira (1991: 39) notes that it is also attributed to D. Francisco de Portugal and was published posthumously by his son Lucas in Diuinos e humanos versos (Lisboa: Officina Craesbeckiana, 1652), p. 4. It can also be found, anonymous, in BNL, cod. A.T./L285, fol. 40.
^42	  Gabriel de Corral, who glossed this well-known ‘copla’ in his Cintia de Aranjuez (Madrid: Imprenta del Reino, 1629), fols. 68v-69r, observed that it was ‘una redondilla de aquel grande y excelente ingenio de Salicio’. Salicio was the poetic pseudonym of Salinas in the Academia de Madrid during the 1620s; many of the poems read out there were collected together and published in Corral’s work. Further confirmation of Salinas’s authorship comes from Alonso de Castillo Solórzano’s Las harpías de Madrid, ed. de E. Cotarelo y Mori (Madrid: Librería de los Bibliófilos Españoles, 1907), where we read: ‘el séptimo asunto, dijo el secretario, era una glosa que había de traer escrita Rosardo; no ha podido; en su lugar la trae otra persona que es también de las encubiertas; remítese a mí, que la leo; era el texto de ella del insigne y claro ingenio del conde de Salinas; decía así: ‘Es el engaño traidor…’’ (p. 126). Las harpías de Madrid was another volume that collected together poems from the Academia de Madrid.
^43	  One of the three sonnets attributed to Salinas in BNM ms. 17719, Cancionero de Mendes Britto 1623, concerning a portrait of his future daughter-in-law the Duchess of Híjar. (There is an anonymous version in BNL, cod. A.T./L285, fol. 18.) Of the other two sonnets, ‘Trasladado poder de dar cuidado’ seems clearly to be by Salinas, whilst Sueña el ausente bien la fantasía’ is less certain, as its only witness is Mendes Britto.
^44	  This canción is attributed to Salinas in the Cancionero de 1628 (see Blecua 1945).
^45	  See Carreira 1990: 62, who does not withdraw the poem from possible Salinas authorship.
^46	  This canción is attributed to Salinas in the missing folios of Calderón 1611 (1896) and in the Cancionero Antequerano of 1627 (see Alonso & Ferreres 1950).
^47	  This sonnet is attributed to Salinas in the ‘Cancionero de don Joseph del Corral’ (see Wilson 1972) and in the missing folios of Calderón 1611 (1896). See Dadson 1989: 72-76 for the text and its accompanying music.
^48	  Although the weight of manuscript attributions points to Salinas as the author of this poem, it is attributed, according to Carreira (1991: 39), to fray Agostinho da Cruz in Biblioteca Municipal de Porto, ms. 1100. As he also notes: ‘Su carácter piadoso ya hacía poner en duda la paternidad de Salinas, pero es que además se encuentra, con mejores lecturas, entre las ‘Rimas del Incógnito’ extraídas por Foulché-Delbosc de un ms. que dice haber adquirido en Alemania, y que, al parecer, comprende obras de un único poeta y dramaturgo andaluz, hasta hoy sin identificar, de la primera mitad del s. XVII’.
^49	  See Askins 1974: 170-75 for the various attributions and versions of this sonnet. He writes: ‘on numerous occasions, especially in MSS of Portuguese provenience, [it] is ascribed directly to Diogo de Silva e Mendoça, the Conde de Salinas and Marquês de Alenquer, or copied in groups of other poems known to be his. It is very possible that the Conde de Salinas was indeed the author of the sonnet in its present form, as the weight of evidence would have it, by the reworking of materials from other sources’ (1974: 174).
^50	  Although this poem is attributed to Salinas in two principal collections of his poetry (HSA ms B2460 and BGUC ms 316), there is an equally strong tradition that assigns it to Juan Bautista de Vivar; especially noteworthy in this respect is its attribution to the latter in BNM ms 4152, another of the principal Salinas cancioneros (see Ortiz Ballesteros 1993, and Labrador, DiFranco and Rico García 2006: 413 and 530). It is possible, though difficult to prove, that Salinas’s version was an attempt to improve on Vivar’s original.
^51	  Carreira (1991: 37-38) suggests that this gloss may be by Salinas; see note 37 above.
^52	  There appears to be a version, anonymous, of this poem in BNM ms. 3657, fol. 89: ‘Fuéseme el alma tras quien’, a manuscript associated, as we have seen, with the Ducal House of Híjar.
^53	  On this sonnet and its varying authorship, see Carreira 1990: 104; see also Dadson 1998, for a discussion of the attributions to Salinas of a number of versions.
^54	  For the text of VI and VII, see Dadson 1989: 77-80.
^55	  Corral = University Library Cambridge, ms. Add. 8156. Cancionero de Don Joseph del Corral (see Wilson 1972); MB = BNM ms. 17.719. Cancionero de Mendes Britto. Poesias MS. 1623 (see Rozas 1965); Ant=Cancionero Antequerano de 1627 (see D. Alonso & R. Ferreres 1950).
^56	  The poem in question is an epitaph on the death of the Count of Villamediana, which in other manuscripts on the same theme is attributed to Lope de Vega.
^57	  This sonnet and one of its variants, ‘Pluguiera a Dios que a Laura’, have been attributed to many different authors; see Glaser 1968:200-02, Askins 1974: 223-28 and Carreira 1990: 114 for a discussion of the problem.
^58	  Elsewhere, this poem has been attributed to Gaspar Aguilar and to Quevedo.
^59	  For the text of this poem and its attribution to Salinas, see Dadson 1989: 81-84.
^60	  Carreira discusses Salinas’s authorship of this and the next sonnet in 1990: 63-64. He notes: “Por el estilo, afín al de este poeta, bien podría ser éste uno de los textos que según el mismo crítico [=Gaillard] circularon casi exclusivamente en Portugal”.
^61	  See Carreira 1990: 65, who simply notes the attribution to Salinas.
^62	  This and the two sonnets ‘No está el gozado bien en el alma’ and ‘Si en mármol es el bien gozado’ are clearly variations on the Salinas sonnet ‘Es el gozado bien en agua escrito’; Manrique Martínez (1993: 616-18) makes a strong case for seeing them as variations written by Salinas himself. See also Carreira 1990: 65, and Glaser 1968: 206-07 (who published them).
^63	  As Carreira (1990: 106) notes, although this sonnet appears in a manuscript (Biblioteca do Palácio da Ajuda, Lisboa, ms. 51/II/4) with fairly reliable attributions to Salinas, it was published as Sonnet IV in the Rimas (Zaragoza, 1634) of Lupercio Leonardo de Argensola.
^64	  According to Carreira (1991: 39), this sonnet is by Lope de Vega, who included it in his play La hermosura aborrecida.
^65	  On the possible authorship by Salinas of this sonnet, see Dadson 1989: 69-72.
^66	  This poem was published by Benítez Claros in his edition of the works of Antonio Hurtado de Mendoza (1947-48: I, 170).
^67	  Attributed to Salinas in one Portuguese manuscript, it was published in the posthumous works of Paravicino (see Carreira 1990: 66).
^68	  Carreira 1990: 108 suggests as a plausible candidate for the authorship of this sonnet Felipe Godínez, to whom it is attributed in BNM ms. 3920, fol. 231.
^69	  One of the most celebrated epitaphs on the death of the Count of Villamediana, it has been attributed to both Góngora and Lope in various manuscripts. It is probably by neither these two nor Salinas; see Carreira 1994: 362-63.
^70	  See Carreira 1990: 67, who notes the attributions to Salinas without further comment.
^71	  In El Cancionero manuscrito de Fabio (RAE, Fondo Rodríguez-Moñino, ms. E-41-6880, p. 56), this sonnet is attributed to Lope de Vega.
^72	  Gaillard only knew of the existence of two eighteenth-century copies of this poem attributed to Salinas when he wrote: ‘Aunque no sé de quién es este soneto, no creo que sea de D. de Silva. No aparece en los cancioneros dignos de confianza’ (1988: 49). Whilst sharing Gaillard’s doubts, Carreira (1990: 67) notes a third attribution to Salinas in a seventeenth-century Portuguese manuscript.
^73	  See Carreira 1990: 68.
^74	  According to Gaillard (1988:51), this romance is by Quevedo and not Salinas, although Blecua rejects the Quevedo attribution. Benítez Claros included it among the works of Antonio Hurtado de Mendoza (1947-48:II, 380-81), from a manuscript in the Library of the Royal Palace, Madrid.
^75	  With the variant first line ‘Salid, lágrimas mías, ya cansadas’, this sonnet is generally found attributed to Diego Hurtado de Mendoza.
^76	  Although attributed to Salinas in one Portuguese manuscript, it appears anonymously in a number of others (Glaser 1968: 100 and 199-200), and once is attributed to fray Agostinho da Cruz (Carreira 1990: 70).
^77	  Its author is Pedro de Padilla and was published in his Thesoro de varias poesias (Madrid: Francisco Sánchez, 1580), fol. 348v; see Carreira 1990: 70.
^78	  See Carreira 1990: 71 and Manrique Martínez 1993: 617-18. 
^79	  As Gaillard notes (1988: 57): ‘Lo hago figurar en este inventario, sin la menor confianza mientras no se encuentren otras versiones’.
^80	  The authorship of this celebrated poem has been much debated, but it is certainly not by Salinas.
^81	  See Carreira 1990: 71-72, who notes that, as it was copied in BNM ms. 2973 (compiled in 1577), it should be removed from the Salinas canon. In BNM ms. 17719 it is attributed to one ‘Montalvo el çiego’.
